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Ouing to the fast expanslon of the larger and metropolltan cities 

and because of previous neglect of the '- tor, the current 

shortage of urban sanitation units in the Antry exceeds 120 

million. However, with recent Government emphasis on the 

subject, there is a spurt in sanitation provision. Various 

ministries of the Centra1 Government, International Institutions, 

Public Sector Organisatlons and prominent NGOa are involved in 

sanitation provision schemes in the country. 

In this fast expandlng scene, new provision recelves over-riding 

attention, wlth relatívely llttle attention paid to already 

provided and ageing facilities. Amongst the existing stock a 

number of facilities have already reached a stage of major 

overhaul or even renewal. Therefore, next to the concern for new 

construction, maintenance of existing stock is already commanding 

increasing attention and at some stage in the future wil1 

unavoidably become the major issue. Although the ratio of 

existing versus newly developed is increasing. the interest stil1 

tends to te LeSS on operation, maintenance and nther pout 

installation lssuea slnce they are unglamorous tasks. 



Hany of the schemes referred to above deal uith the field of Low 

Cost Sanitation. It has increasingly been reallsed that due to 

finsncial and other constraints the coverage of al1 human 

settlements uith conventional sanitation technologies uil1 prove 

to be an impossible task at least in the foreseeable future. 

India has proved itself to be a ploneer in the global search for 

nnovatlve lou cos. solutions to sanitation Issues rough the 

development of two-pit, pour flush latrine which has now become 

legendary. Many of these solutions are being implemented in the 

field. 

The question of Post Installation Management is also becoming an 

increasingly important issue, with rapidly growing number of 

facilities installed. Especially when one looks at the long term 

perspective does one realise that the ultimate concern may be 

shifting from nou provislon to the management of the existlng 

3 tock . 

i‘ 
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To overcome the present shortage of sanitatíon units and to 

abolish " Scavenging", the Government of India is presently 

lmplementing a Lou Cost Sanitation Programme in Urban and Rural 

India. Undor this programme, the present dry latrines (scavenger 

serviccd UnitS) kif<3 “COJlVCrLCd” iJIk ~>UUr-f1Urjh 3 il Lr i 11~‘s . The 

aewer treatment and disposal which is required after -3uch a 

conversion is achieved by using 'pit tec?nology' or through 
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'septlc tanks'. In towns uhere there are no sanitation units, pit 

latrines are constructed under various programmes such as slum 

improvement, slum upgradation, basíc sanítation, sites and 

services schemes, etc. 

Under the Low Cost Sanitatlon programme, the conversion of 'Dry 

Latrines' into 'Pou: I sh Latrines' ia dolje by keeping the 

external structure 0~ the toilet as it is and carrying out 

internal vork by installing a toilet pan, redoing the plumblng 

and constructing underground pits or septic tanks. 

Housing end Urban Development Corporatíon (HUDCO) ia financing 

Low Cost Sanitation Schemes under íta own 'Basic Sanitation 

Programme' in rural and urban India. Recently, HUDCO has taken 

an initiative to finance and províde technical assistance in this 

field on a large scale. Por thi; purpose, HUDCO decided to 

evaluate the performance of Low Coat Sanitation (LCS) Schemes 

which are being implemented. The ob.jective of the evaluation I 

s tudy was to find practica1 solutions to the exlstlng problems 

and to forrrdate a policy for the implementation of the LCS 

schemes on a largo scale. 
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For the evaluation of select schemes in the State of ttaharashtra, 

HUDCO appointed JPS Assoclates, Kanagement Consultancy Division, 

Bombay. The Terms of Reference for the Study were : 

A. FINANCIALM- : 

1. Implementing Agency's Performance 

2. Project tlanagement 

3. Adminiatratlon 

4. Funding 

5. Utilisation of Funds 

6. Loan Recovery 

7. Legal measures taken to support the programme 

8. Long term institutional end investment requirements 

for the operation and maintenance of sanitation 

sys tema. 

1. Affordability of beneficiary to pay for pour fluah 

latrines 

2. Knowledge of the beneficiary about the acheme 

3. Constraints in adoption of schemes 

4. Use and Maintenance of pour flush latrines 

5. User assessment of deskgn, construction, performance 

maintenance of latrines. 

and 
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Quality of construction and degree to which the pour flush 
\ 

latrines constructed meet the design specifications and 

requirements íncluding pollution aspects. 

D. -LATRIHES: 

1. De=!gn, conatruction and functioning 

2. Operationa and Maintenance 

3. Coat of Administration ( Unit tost, Service and 

Maintenance, Operating Cost etc. ) 

4. Utilisation (type of user, time of use, number 

etc.) 

E. Study some of the NGOa role and financing 

ímplementation of LCS Schemes. 

F. Formulation of a strategy which would sim to 

scavenging including rehabilitation of scavengers. 

of users 

in the 

abolish 

In the State of Maharashtra, the Haharashtra Water Supply and 
. 

Sewerage Board (HWS&SB) has been appointed as the nodal agency 

by the State Government for the implementation of the LCS 

programme. 
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Number of Touns 

r 
Private : 80675 
Community t : 3385 

Total Project Coat 
(approximately) : Rs.26.55 Crores (Project I 

Funding Rs.16.70 Crores) 
HUDCO loan sought : Rs.8.34 Crores 
HUDCO loan sanctioned : P.s.4.37 Crores I 

I 

Presently, MWS&SB is implementing LCS schemes in 155 towns 

through the respective Munlclpal Councils . The details of these 

schemes are as under: . 

Por the purposes of evaluating the impleroentation of the LCS 

schemes, four towns were to be selected in consultation with 

HUDCO. For this purpose, MWS&SB provided JPS with a progress 

statement of units converted in eech town. Based on the 

percentage of completion and the number of units for conver5ion, 

top four towns were selected for site visits, survey and detalled 

evaluation. The four touns selected were: I 
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-------------_-_-------------------------- -___-____---_---------- 

No.of Completed Units 
Town Units ---------------------- 

to be converted (Feb.19901 (June,l990) 
-- ----------------------------------------------- __-_---------c-- 

1. Vasal 282 212 238 

2. Kopargaon 289 289 289 

3. Sangamner 467 325 345 

4. Parbhanl 5700 1061 1300 

------------------------------~ -------------------------------- 

f 
I JPS consultants undertook these visits, carried out the necessary 

survey8 and held extenslve diSCUSSiOn with the officials of the 

z 
Municípal Council,s. Our observations and comments/suggestions on 

each aspect of the study are given in the pages that follow in 

1 separate chapters. These observations are based on the 

I '. 
i-. 

informatlon provlded by the Municlpal Councilp, interviews with 

hV%llef i C?i ï#?-i f:C; and dl SC1JSSiOnO with MWS&!;O, NGO:,, /lLJDCO, t;t.c. 

i-B 
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FINANCIAL AN0 AOMIMSTRATION ASPECTS 
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F Operational aspect3 of the Low Cost Sanitation programme 

implemented in the towns were assessed with partic[llar emphasis 

on the ielationship of unit tost to con:&-.% ctor performance and on 

P the relationship between programme administratlon, management and 

performance. 

Ig 

P 

Ga: 

The Government of Maharashtra under the directives of the Centra1 

P 
Government, decided to implement a Low Cost Sanitation programme 

P 

in the State of Maharashtra. For this purpose, Maharashtra Water 

Supply and Seuerage Board (MWS&SB) was appointed as the nodal 

P 

' agency. On 30th May, 1989, the Directorate of Municipalities, 

Maharashtra State, 

P 

issued an order on thls subject to all the 
1 municipal councils. The main points of this order and subsequent 

. 
instructions issued from time to time were 83 fellows: 

1) Al1 the municipal councils are appointed as 'executing' 
. 

agencies for LCS programme lmplementation. 

IP 

P 

ii) The Councils uil1 implement the schemer under the programme 

cl !: thelr own or with the help of tlre Non-Government 

Or~kn;satior~s (NGO’sj. 

. ---- --- 
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lii) LCS programme uould include converslon of al1 dry latrines 

(both private snd communlty) into pour fluah latrines. This uil1 

automoticelly stop scevenger system. 

iv) Converaion should be done by Twirl-lecrch Pit Systcro. For use 

of hn alternative sy5tcm, i.e. septlc tank, special permission of 

the State Government is necessary. t!ini septic tank should not 

be’ uswi. 

vl Per unit conversion assistance shall be Rs.2000/- . State 

government uil1 give Rs.l000/- as grant and HUDCO wil1 provide 

Rs.l000/- 83 loan per unit. 

Vl 1 MWS&SB shall charge 5% of the project funded as 

administration charges to the councils. 

vdí) Councils wil1 rehabilitete the scavengers after 

the implementation of this programme. 

We have evaluated the financial and administration aspects of the 

LCS programme in the following broad categories: 

1) Impiementing Agencies Performance 

2) Project Management 

3) Administration 

4) Fundlng 
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5) Utllisatîon of Fund3 

6) Loen Recovery 

7) Legal measute3 taken to support the progremmo 

8) Long term Institutional end Investment requirements for the 

operations and maintenance of aani tatlon system. 

1. 
ImDlementinn AaeDcles l?eduuwe: 

There are abt .t 217 municipal councíls in the State of 

Maharashtra, out of which 155 towns had dry latrines and have 

submitted their proposals to MWS&SB for the LCS programme. 

Pegarding balance 62 towna, it was not known whether they had no 

latrines for conversion or proposai preparatíon is pendlng. 

For the purposes of our evaluation of the LCS programme, 4 

Municipal Councils in the towns of Vasai, Kopargaon, Sangamner 

and Parbhani were studied by US and our observations and comments 

thereon are given below: 

We give belou a typical structure of the Councf 1s and their 

Sanltary Departments. 

u 
ff 
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CHIEF OFFICER 
I 4 
: t 

SANITARY ;NSPECTOR 

I 

: 

MUKADAM 
I 

I 
SWBEPERS 

I 

SCAViNGERS 



. ..________.------_--.--..--...--...*.-.-----------.-.-..---------.-----.-....-------.--.-------.---- --.-_-o 

S~DlfafloB Slalf 

~..--~.1.~..~~~.~~.-_-.--1---.---..-.-~~~~*~~.~.~~.~...~~~.~~-~-.~~.~.~~~~-.-.-.--..-.-- 

TODDS Tolt1 CM 6.1. kctior lokadam lead Peoa Yatcb- Drlrer Srceper Scareaw Tot41 
Slaff S.I. IPSpw Pcoo ban saa\trt\on 

ctor Staff 
-_._____.___________--.-------------------------.-.-------------.--------.-.--------------------------.--.-- 

1.- 
B - 

Ta3al 111 - 1 - 1 - - - - Tl 16 90 

Saafamer 296 - 1 4 1 - 28 - J 60 Ia 96 

Parbban! 625 - 4 1 19 1 112 .: 221 

In Sanfarner, out of 28 peonr, 11 mark u lrbonrer~ rad orlr ODC sorh aj a pol. 

Is VaJai, oot of 10 Ssetprr, 6 rork 01 ktierr ud otber 6 as clsratrs. 

I- - 
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CHIEF OFFICER I 1 

: 
OVERSEER 

OR 
JUNIOR ENGINEER 

SUPERVISOR 

----------c------_-___ 

I : 

HELPERS CLERKS 

m 
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__------------L---------- --------------_------------------------ 

VASAI KOPARGAON SANGAMNER FARBHANI 

--------------c------------------------------------------------- 

Populatlon of Town 
(present) 

Staff strength of 
Council 

c 
Sanitation Der-....- 
ment strengti 

JJ90-91 IF.s.in w 

Budgeted Receipts 

Budgeted Payments 

Recovery Performance 

Loans obtained 

l ' 
Loans Outstandjng 
as on 31.3.1990 

Previous Expenditure 
on conversion 

! Present Sanitary 
conditions 

40,000 55,000 75,000 2,00,000 

188 358 296 625 

90 135 96 224 

174.88 283.42 

197.82 283.80 

88% 64% 

27.00 56.50 

N.A. 477.22 

N.A. 475.82 

N.A. 37% 

30.07 191.70 

25.35 52.42 26.48 168.22 

___e NIL---- 

---Septic Tanks and Pits--- 

(Night soil/silt in septic tank is dumped in a river/nallah 
without treatment. In Vasai town it is dumped in a creek). 
Though the budgeted payments are more than budgeted receipts, (in 
Vasai and Kopargaon) the shortfall is met by the opening balance 
of Cash at the beginning of the year. 

1 
x. Nh. - Figures not available. 

_____------- _------L---------------------------- ____---L--- ------ 
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_------------__-__----------------------------------- ------------ 

Town Name of the Project Project Cost (Rs.1 

____-_-----____-__----------------------------------------------- 

VASAI Sports equipments and 
Club house for employees 1,50,000 

KOPARGAON 

SANGAMNER 

PARBHANI 

Borewells 

Tree plantation 
, 

?WD Project with HUDCO 
Assistance 

Tree plantation 

New shopping centres 

Bore-wells 

New pipelines 

Balancing tank 

Details not available 

Development Expenditure 

Slum area development 

Toilet/ latrines 

20, 00 

1,50,000 
--___--------- 

3,20,000 --_----------- -------------- 

15,00,000 

50,000 

5,00,000 

25,000 

10,000 

1,50,000 

----_--------- 
22,35,000 --_-_--------- ----_--------- 

40,00,000 

7,00,000 

1,50,000 

----_---------- 
48,50,C30 -____----mm ---- _____---------- 
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---------------_------------------------------------------------- 

Name of Town Total number Conversion Conversion Pending 
of units as prior to under the completion 
on 31.3.1986 programme programme as on 

30.6.1990 
-------------_--------------------------------------------------- 

Vasai 

Kopargaon 

415 

314 

133 

25 

238 

289 

44 

Sangarc,ser 583 176 '2" > 62 

Parbhani 

--------------c---------------------------------------- --mm- ----- 

Name of the Present Populatlon Percentage Reasons 
Toun population not covered 

(approx. 1 by sanita- 
tion 
facllity 

--------------c-------------------------------------------------- 

Vasai 40,000 5000 12.50 Fisherman 
prefer to 
use seashore 

Kopargaon 55,000 3.63 

Sangamner 75,000 1500 2.00 

Parbhani 2,00,000 21000 10.50 Adequate 
latrines are 
not provided 
in Muslim 
localities. 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
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The resident3 of the towns visited by US are using the following 

areas due to lack of sanitation facility: 

Vasai : Seashore and creek side 

Kopargaon & Sangamner : River side and open land 

Parbhani : Road side and open land 

The counclls WC maintaining the community latrines in the 

crowded areas 3uc.1 as market places, railway stations, bus stand 

and in thickly populated areas where the users are unable to 

construct their own private latrines. The number of community 

latrine seats provided in the four cities as per the survey was: 

Vasai 60 seats 

Kopargaon 263 seats 

Sangamner : 60 seats 

Parbhani . 126 seats (approximately 50% are defunct) 

At al1 the above places community latrines are constructed and 

maintained by the council. Our survey revealed that they are less 

in number end are poorly maintained. Basic facllities such as 

water, electricity, and cleanliness of area etc. are not 

adequately provided. 
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Except Parbhani, the ether three councila were providing 

scavenging services to the citizens who were using basket type 

latrines before the conversion of these latrines . The position 

uf conversion is as fellows: 

-------L-------------------- --------------_----_----------------- 

Number of Basket Number of latrines 
Town typc -,* ;rines in conve. ,ed upto 

use oL 0r to June, 1990 
conv’ r 5 ion 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Vasai 282 238 

Kopargaon 289 289 

Sangamner 412 and 
60 community 

latrines 

285 

60 

Parbhani 5700* 1300 

------------------------------------------------------------- ---- 

* Private scavenging resorted to in the city. 

8 

- 

I 

R 
1 

Due to continuous efforts by the Government and social 

awareness, preferente for clean and hygienic surrounding, led 

some of the citizens to convert their basket type latrines into 

pour flush latrines (mainly septic type 1atrines)on their own 

before the commencement of this Government conversion programme. 

1 
8 

f 



These citizens carriad out the conversion at their own tost. The 

city-wise position Is as fellows: 
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Vasai : 33 Units 

Sangamner : 32 Units 

Kopargaon : 25 Units 

Parbhani : 

The own conversion done by the individuals is less in number due 

to the finance problem faced by the beneficiaries. Hence, to 

speed up the conversion process, the Government took the 

initiative and induced the people by providing partial financial 

support. 

The scavenger services rendered by the council to the citizens 

ti11 the time of conversion of dry latrines, included following 

services, such as : 

Collection of night-soil from each unit once in a day 

Carryìng of nlght-sol1 on hand carts 

Dumping of such collected sol1 in river/nallah/ or at 

dumping post 

There was no system to treat the soil. Wherever l;Tjplng posts 

ïrre proviàed the soil was then converted ; f. t 0 compost 



fertilizer/ manure. In Parbhani the counc1.l has submitted a 

proposal to construct 8 Sewerage Treatment Plant. However, 

other cities surveyed (i.e. Vasai, Kopargaon and Sangamner) have 

no plan3 to collect and treat the sewer by using better 

techniques. Sanitary Inspectors and Mukadams uorking under them 

supervise the day-to-day work of the scavengers. The government 

had long ago appointed two ->mrrrittees to study the scavenging 

system and to recommend various alternatives, standard worklng 

norm3 for scavenging work in India. The Barve Committee and 

Malkani Committee submitted their reports in 1949 and 1964 

respectively. 

In al1 the municipal cou~cil3 vísited by US the community 

latrines are maintained by t.he councils. Most of these latrines 

are not in a uorking condition and are themselves Inadequate in 

n;mber. Due to this, and also due to illiteracy , the citizens 

use open spaces or nallah/ rlver sides for sanitation. The 

approximate population not covered under any sanitation system 

1s: 

Toun 

Vasai 

Kopargaon 

Sangamner 

Pór-bi:anl 

5000 

2000 

1530 

L2j 000 
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In Parbhani town, particularly in Muslim area, the ladies in the 

house use a corner of thelr house for senitation. NO toilet3 are 

provided in such earmarked places. They simply dump the nicht 

soil outside their houses in the open space or nallah. Some 

dump the night soil in mud pots which are collected by the 

scavengers. Such type of latrines are expected to be around 3500 

in number. 

In short, it can be concluded that, the communlty latrines are 

not maintained properly. There is no system to treat the seuer 

collected by the scavengers. Few individual beneficiaries took 

initiative to convert basket type latrines at thei r own tost 

prior to the implementation of low tost sanitation programme. 

2. -MBNAGEMEHT: 

As regards the low coat sanitation programme, the councils have 

played a major role In conversion of latrines. We studled 

various aspects of the programroe in the places we visited. Our 

observations are divided into the following segments. 

al Basic data avaílable with the agency 

bl Project formulation 

cl Project Funding 

d! Technical aspects 



i . 

e> Method of implementation 

f> Tiwe schedule 

g) Administrative sanction 

h > Departments involved in execution 

1) Execution of work 

J> Cout and time overruns 

k) Han(i;ng over qf Project. 

Most of the councils are levying sanitary tax on the citlzens 

where the scavenger service3 are provided. From these tax 

record3 the municipal councils have identified the number and the 

units to be converted under the 10 
7 

ost sanitation programme. 

However, in Parbhani town these détails were not available as no 

tax was levied due to non-rendering of scavenging services. In 

this town the acavenging Is done by private scavengers. For 

lmplementation of the acheme munlcipal council of Parbhani had to 

carry out a door-to-door survey and ldentlfied 5700 cases where 

conversion was needed. More citizens approached the council with 

complaints that their names were not included when the survey was 

carried out and requested to include their name3 in the list. 

The council refused their requests and instructed them to convert 

their latrines at their own tost. 

- 

8 
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In Sangamner city as per tax records only 407 cases are to be 

converted. However in actual, the number has,gone upt 

Both the systems mentioned above are defective to some extent 

as listed below: 

1) Fictitious = A Y t-: 3 mw get added for 

grant/loan 

2) Genuíne ca9e9 mw get omitted 

unintentionally. 

1) The number of units(latrines) closed by 

reported to the councils may get added for 

grant/ loan. 

the advantage _ _ 

intentionally 

the users but not 

the advantage of 

2) The units (latrines) constructed by the users but 

informed to council may get excluded. 

In our opinion to overcome thís, a thorough exercise should 

undertaken by the councils and after that, no claim should 

entertained. 

of 

Ol- 

not 

be 

be 
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The data in respect of units to be converted .in each councll was 

then forwarded to MWS&SB for finallsing project financing. 

MWS&SB has relied upon the details sent by each council and they .- 

have not carried out any separate exerclse. 

The councils have prepared the proje:;% report5 for the number of c 

units to be converted based on tax records or survey. Only one 

project was formulated for each town as the number of units to be 

converted were smal1 in number and no need was felt to project 

the implementation In a phased manner. Even within the city the 

area that shall be covered first for conversion was not decided 

while formulating the project. 

For the implementation of the scheme the councils made financial 

provisions in their yearly budgets which are as fellows: 

Vasai 

Kopargaon 

Sangamner 

Parbhani 

&ig& ProvisionlRs.in M 

3.50 (1989-90) 

4.00 (1990-91) 

Not available 

10.00 (1990-91) 

r- 

1 

1 
D 
I 
D 
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Kopargaon, Sangamner and Parbhani municlpal councils decided to 

provide Rs.2000/- (in the form of grant of Rs.l000/- and laan 

Rs.l000/-) to the individual beneficiaries who have already 

completed the conversion. However the Vasai munlcipal council 

passed a resolution to pay an additional amount of Rs.225/- apart 

from the above Rs.2000/- to those who convert latrines 

individually. 

The summarised position of actuil conversion as against the 

expected conversion in the four towns is given below: 

--------------------____I_______________------------------------- 

Expected conversion Actual conversion upto 
Town as per proposal June 1990 

--,------------------'-'- ---------____--__--------- 
Pit Septic Total Pit Septic Total 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Vasai 282 282 151 87 238 

Kopargaon 212 77 289 289 289* 

Sangamner - 487 467 345 345 

Parbhani 5700 5700 1300 1300 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

* In Kopargaon, work in 5 to 6 cases was found to be 

incomplete in a survey of 50 cases, whereas the council reported 

100% completion of the scheme. 
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The tost of conversion anticipated by the councils on thc basis 

of District Schedule of Rates (DSR) is given below. 

STATEMENTQECOMPARATIYECOSTQECONYERSION: 

(Conversion of basket type latrines in Pit type latrines) 

: 27 . / 

- 

--------------______ --------------------------------------- -me--- 

Name of Town Capacity of the latrine 
in term5 of users 

----------------------------- 
upto 6 upto 10 upto 15 

Iser users users 
(Rs. 1 (As.1 (Rs. > ---mw ----------------------------------------- 

Vasai 3995 

Kopargaon 3725 

Remarks _ 

Sangamner 3277 3546 4302 

Parbhani ' 2230 2515 

Cost of septic 
tank conversion r 
was not worked 
out for 77 
units 

--------------------_________c__________------------------------- 

Lack of a uniform design and different D.S.R. are the main 

reasons for wide variation in the proposed conversion tost of 

each unit. 

While calculating the above rates the councils considered 21% 

administrative overhead5 including 5% for MWSUB. In Vasai, 

contract for conversion was awarded to Sulabh International, 

where it agreed to construct the latrines of 5 users capacity for 

Rs.2223/- Per unit. As far as Kopargaon is concerned the 

council prepared the proposal for pit type conversion but 

actually septic type conversion was undertaken. 
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The project report submitted by the counclls for obtainrng 

finance in the farm of grant and loan from Maharashtra Government 

and HUDCO respectively through MWS&SB did not highlight : 

Anticipated time required for conversion 

The method op conversion that shall be used 

The areas of town whích shall be undertaken on a priority 

basis 

The financing pattern, i.e. component of loan, grant, 

council's contribution, beneficiaries' contribution, etc. 

The mode of repayment of loan and tost of funds. 

Due to absente of above details, the project report is merely a 

tost estimate statement rather than a proposal. The council 

officials informed US that the above detail3 were supposed to be 

completed by MWS&SB while finalising the proposal for obtaining 

necessary funds. 
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Whíle formulating the scheme, the Government decided to provide a 

maximum of Rs.2000/- in the following manner for conversion of 
I one unit 

)i 
rrespective of the actual tost of conversion: 

/- 
zcY.ExPffundine Amountu 

1. Grant-in-aid 50% of actual tost Government grant 
of conv. Tion 

Y' subJe ;;o maximum 
of Rs.i,700/- 

2. 

,- L 

Loan component - do - HUDCO loan @6% 
p.a. uith a 
repayment 
period of 12 
years. 

The 

f 

Government grant and HUDCO loan were routed through MWS&SB 

to the councils. The councils are to distribute the same to the 

' beneficiaries where the conversion is done by the individual 

f himself from their own funds. If the actual tost of conversion 
c- i 
‘, exceeds Rs.2000/- the exces3 is to be paid for by the councils / t : 

1 or the beneficiarìes. 

To facilitate the implementation of the scheme and knouing that 

in 3ome of the places the actual tost may axceed Rs.2000/- the 

government has permitted the councils to utllíse the '6% grant' 

meant for SC/ST welfare, for this purpose Amount utilised from 
(h---.------ 

this grant for LCS ProgrGs to be treated as the proper use 

of these funds. However excluding Vasai council, one of. the 

remainlng three councils (viz. Kopargaon, Sangamner and Parbhani) 

l have\$& taken cognizance of this provision. 

- 

0 

- 

R 
1 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
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e #the procedure to be followed 

for obtaining laan/ gr timing of funds expected from the 

Government and HUDCO. \ Due to this, the aspect of financing was 

excluded from the project formulation. 
e 

Simllarly, the manner in 

R 

which funds shall be distributed to the beneflciaries, security 

G to be obtained from them and the other related procedures were 

nc -, finalis-4 while formulating the propos 

(dl Technical L 

In the proposal, the councils have not commented on the 

technical aspect3 of the scheme in detail. Effect of conversion 

with regard to the following : 

availability of water 

hydraulic pressure 

pollution, et:. 

were not considered. Similarly, the norms to be followed by the 

council with regards to size, capacity, quality of materlal and 

craftsmanship etc. were not specified. Our observations in 

detail are given in the Technical Aspects Chapter. 

(el TrDe pf m: 

None of the counclls visited by US stated the details of the way 

they proposed to undertake project itiplementatlon. It has not 

been decided whether the werk shall be entruste. to contractors 
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or the non-government organisations (NGOs) or to the 

beneficiaries, what norms should be fixed and how the scheduling - 

of work, labour, material, supervision, funds etc. should be 

done. 

(f) m S&&J#&: 
- 

In any project, the time required for completion is an important I - 

factor. If the project Is not undertaken on a time bound basis, - 

the tost and other estimates may change adversely which may r 
1 

affect the project execution. While presenting the project report 

the councíls did not consider this fact and no time schedules 1 
have been prepared. 

cg> Administrative Sanction: 

The nodal agency MWS&SB, in its guidelines has specified that the 1 
proposals of the counclls shall not be accepted by their office, 

if they are not backed by administrative sanctions. At the 1 

council level, delays were observed in obtaining the 
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administratlve sanctions which are illustrated in below mentioned 

teble: 

----w- ---_--------c_-___--------------------------------- ___----- 

Town Date of Time taken 
Administrative for sanctlon 

sanction from 30.5.891 
-_____---------___-_-------------------------------- -__w-----mm-- 

1 
c 

D 

Vasai W.08.1989 69 days 

Kopargaon A4.08.1989 74 days 

Sangamner 03.08.1989 63 days 

Parbhani 28.07.1989 58 days 

-__-_-------L----_------------------------------------------- ---_ 

1 
* In the Government of Maharashtra Circular dated 30.05.1989 

the Government has instructed the councils to execute the 

programme on a time-bound basis. 

The above table reveals that on an average 2 months were required 

for formulating the scheme .and for obtaining necessary 

sanction. 

1 
c 
1 

The primary responsibilíty for the execution of the LCS programme 

l wa? delegated to the councils by.the Government. The councils 

, formulated the schemes, submitted proposals for obta,ning 
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c 

fínence, allotted work to contractors, supervised their work, 

releesed the funds and rehabilitated the scavengers during the 

executlon of the programme. 
B 

For carrying out these varlous 

activities the following departments of the council played 

respective roles: 

1) Sanitation 
/- 

2) Recovery 

3) Engineering (PWD 

4) Cash and Accounts, 

The functions of these departments relating to LCS programme are : 

Where the number of units to be converted could not be 

ascertained from tax (recovery) records, employees of this 

department carried out a survey of beneficiaries who shall be 

benefited under this programme. Scavenging services were 

withdrawn aftetr the conversion and the liberated staff nou 

provides other services like sweeping, cleaning, in lieu of 

scavenging. In Vasai and Kopargaon the task of inspection of 

converted latrines was entrusted to the Sanitary Inspector even 

though they are not technically capable. The sanitation 

department also submits information relating to the scavengers 

and thelr rehabilitation to the Government on a periodic basis. 

1 
1 
1 

1 

1 
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2) Recoveru: 

The recovery department maintains records for sanitation tax and 

is responsible for its recovery. Where the survey was not carried 

out for deciding the number of units to be converted under this 

programme, the departmental records were assumed to be correct 

for deciding the units to be converted. 

_ I 

3) w: 

Based on the information provided by the Sanitation and Recovery 

departments, the engineering department prepared the designs, 

estimates and proposal for the LCS programme. Selection of 

contractors, checking and passing contractor's bills, supervision 

Of the work, .granting permissions for conversion etc. were the 

additional functions which were carried out by this department. 

NO documents or records were however maintained in respect of the 

supervision work carried out by them. The Engineering 

department also submits periodic information about the progress 

of werk to the Government and lending institutions. 

4) CashandAccounts: 

This department is involved in the LCS programme only to the 

extent of receipt and disbursement of funds and maintenance 

of necessary records as laid down in the Municipality Act. 
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,e ) (1) HQxk Execution: 

d f ( 
/ As mentioned earlier, the elements of uork execution uere not 

pre-decided by the council while submitting the proposal. The 

council informed the beneficiaries about the scheme through 

circulars. In Vasai and Parbhani towns the work was allotted to 

an NGO viz. Sulabh International. In Parbhani, the council bad 

appoin . zontractoru before appointing Sulabh International rl 

Sangamne and Kopargaon cities, work was done by private 

contractors appointed by individual beneficiaries,. 
J 

The normal 

procedure for appointment of contractor, supervision .vh 

Juse rv;rt~~inthe"~g,u~~e.~~~~~-.~a re as 

follows: 

NormalIy before appointing the contractor the council 

prepares the estimates based on survey and proposed plans, 

depending on the availability of funds. After obtaining 

administrative sanction, the tenders are called for by giving . 
advertisements in two local newspapers. The offer of the lowest 

bidder is usually accepted and the contract is awarded. The 

engineering department of the council supervises the work of 

contractor so appointed on periodic basis, to ensure that the 

work is carried out according to the time schedule and required 

quality standards are maintained by the contractor. For this 

i 

a 



purpose, samples are to be taken and forwarded to the governrnent 

district laboratory at the tost of the contrector The passlng 

of bills and adjustments thereof, is also supervised by them 

The project is handed over on completion to the beneficiaries/ 

users. The contractors give guarantee of the vork which is 

normally for less than a year. 

The Vasai Council opted for a particular provision of the 

Municipal Act which permits the council to appoint the contractor 

without calling for tenders if the District Collector permits to 

do so. The Council thus appointed Sulabh International without 

calling for the tenders. The supervision of work was done by 

the Council's Sanitation department. Sulabh International was 

compensated at Rs.2,225/- per un payment was made on the 

follouing terms: 

50% advance : On signing agreement 

40% : after completion of 50% work 

10% : after completion of 80% work J 
Sulat-h International has collected advance payments but have not 

submitted the bil13 to council. Sulabh International gives a 

guarantee of work for 5 years. 
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/ 

kwbhw’ 
Initially the council 

A 
appointed 19 contractors by following 

normal procedure to whom 10/20 units were given at a time for 

conversion. Total units converted by these contractors were 410. 

As the number of latrines to be converted was large, 

the Parbhani Council appointed Sulabh Internatior,al without 

calling for tenders and even the permis -.-.il of collector was not 

obtained for awarding work to contractors on a single tender 

basis. Separate agreement was made by council with Sulabh per 

work order of 200 Units at each time. The supervision work was 

carried out by engineering department. 
J 

Sulabh International 

collected advance payments but have not submitted the bills. 

P 

the work was carried out by contractors 

appointed by individual beneficiaries. For monitoring the werk 

carried out by individuals, the councils insisted that the 

beneficiary should approach the council for obtaining prior 

permission. The engineering department gave permission for 

conversion. After completion, this was informed to the council 

and an inspectíon was carried out by the nominated department. 

The completion certificate was issued to the beneficiary based on 
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which he claimed grant/loan amount frorn the councll. Before 

releasing the grant/loan, council decided to route the paper3 

arrears, íf 
1 . 

through recovery department for collection of tax 

any. The supervision vork was carried out by Sanitation 

department and Engineering department in Kopargaon and Sangamner 
\ town respectively. 

In both Vasai and Parbhani towns Sulabh Inter,,ational agreed to 

convert the latrines suitable for 5 users only. While submitting 

the proposal of conversion the council assumed the users to be 

more than 5 and prepared the estimates accordingly. In both these 

. towns fresh estimates for 5 users units based on DSR rates were 

not worked out before allotting the work to Sulabh International, 

due to which.the rates quoted by Sulabh International could not 

be checked. Like Kopargaon and Sangamner where individuals 

appointed ;he contractors, the quality, tost and efficiency in 

execution differs from contractor to contractor. If the council 

had appointed contractors this could have been achieved. Where 

the work was allotted to NGO such as Sulabh International, 

advance paid ít for execution of work is disproportionate 

to the work actually executed by them, due to which council has 

to bear the risk of delays, non-completion and blocking of own 

money. In none of the towns, samples were taken and forwarded to 

the laboratory for checkiry the quality of construction. 
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As far as procedure for dealing with the tost and time overruns \, 

is concerned, the contractor is not penalised o 
Y 

Y if the tost 

escalation and time extension clauses are incorporated in the ' 

contract 
- 

With regard tc : programme, no such clauses were incorporated .~ I 

br the council wt&ile allotting the work to contractors. As per (7 

the terms of agreement, the NGO viz. Sulabh International is L 
I - 

entitled to claim additj onal amount if tost exceeds the ! 

estimates. However no such claims have been lodged so far. \: 
r 

The councils have explained that they decided to execute the , 

work within a short period of six months and hence tost and time 
/- 

overruns were not considered by them. While appointing the 

contractors/ NGOs, time limit of six months was specified for 

completion of work, but no penalty was specified for non- \ 

completion of work in time. Where the work was carried out by the 
c 

individual beneficiaries viz. in Kopargaon, Sangamner and Vasai, L 

the councils clarified that the work should be completed in the 

the 
\ 

time of six months and irrespective of completion of work, 

council would discontinue the scavenging services assuming that 

the work is completed in time. * 
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None of the councils have the practice to submit periodic 

report9 to hlgher authorities and to the Government indicating 

therein the progress of work and particularly the time and tost 

overruns. They only furnish the information as and when asked 

for. 

(kJ 

Hhile handing over the completed units to beneficiaries only the 

NGO viz. Sulabh International gives a performance guarantee for 

five years. NO training or information was provided cither by 

council or by contractor (including NGO) regarding the 

utilisation . and maintenance procedures of the unit. In our 

opinion, initiative should be taken to train the people regarding 

use and maintenance and for that, Brochures shall be circulated 

and stickers giving information could be affixed on doors of 

units, and video films may be screened on this subject. 

Similarly periodic surveys may be undertaken to ascertain whether 

the system is in operation and to recommend corrective action 

wherever necessary. 
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3. ADMINISTRATION: 

f 
On receipt of the Government Circular regarding the 

implementation of the scheme, the counclls passed the necessary 

resolution and compiled details of the units to be converted 

The proposal was then submitted to tlWS&SE for securing necessary 

financt . Simul,aneously, the council issued a ,zular to the 

beneficiaries and/ or released the news in tne local paper 

giving details of the scheme and the role they were supposed to 

plw. In Vasai, they arranged for the screening of a video film 

through NGO so that people understand the scheme in proper 

manner. 

In Kopargaon and Sangamner, the councils formulated a policy for 

the implementation of the scheme as detailed hereinbelow. In 

this, the beneficiary shall apply for permission for converting 

the existing unit. The engineering department shall scrutinise 

the application and shall release the permission for conversion. 

After the completion of werk, inspection shall be carried out and 

completion certificate shall be issued. On the basis of this 

certificate the beneficiaries are entitled to claim laan/ grant 

amount. For recovery of outstanding taxes, if any, the councils 

decided th.?t clearance be given by the tax department before 

releasing the funds to the beneficiaries 

,-- 

‘L 

: 1 

! 
L 

i 

I 
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Responsibility for supervlsion was taken by the councils and was 

entrusted to elther the sanltatlon department or the engineering 

department. NO records were maintained at any of the counclls in 

respect of site lnspections, quality of construction, time taken 

for construction etc.. 

I ,r timely completion of the sch...-- cert,kin decisions were taken 

by the councils uhich are normally not taken. These includes: 

permitting tenants to convert the latrines if the landlord/ 

owner is not co-operating 

allowing the construction of the pit/tank near the roads or 

under the roads 

granting permission to constwuct the pit/ tank in the . 
adjoining plot/ land which is not owned by the beneficiary, and 

other landlord permitting such use. 

permitting beneficiarles to construct lesser capacity tank/ 

pit due to non-avallabillty of the space. 

permitting septic tank construction due to non-avzllabllity 

of space or due to nearness of water source. 
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allowing beneficiaries to attach the outlet of the septic 

tank to the nallah or drainage line due to non-availabllity of 

space required for soak pit. 

allowing lesser height for the vent pipe which is open to 

sky if the adjoining buildings are tall. 

permitting conversion of only lower portion of the latrine 

even if the super structur- is not constructed as per rules. 

In Vasai, Kopargaon and Sangamner, the councils did not decide 

the strategy to be followed for disbursement of loan and grant to 

the beneficiaries, how loans should be recovered, uhether the 

yearly sanitation tax levied in advance should be refunded to 

them, whether for new facilities sanitation tax should be 

recovered or not. However, in Parbhani the loan component was 

given to the beneficiaries who executed the scheme with oun funds 

and council made an agreement, which states that loan shall be 

recovered as per HUDCO rules. In al1 councils the executing 

department (sanitary or engineering) did not develop any system 

of reporting the converted units to recovery department for 

proper accounting of taxes. 

Except Parbhani, where the beneficiaries did not cooperate in 

execution of scheme either the services of scavengers were 

dlscontlnued or the council cloced/ demolisheti the ::r.itr This 

step upz. lnltlateà to force the people (uho ar-c n~~~-c~~--~~,~rntiv~) 

! 1-1 j‘,- 1 1 ccf f bj,-. SC} *me -. - 
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4. FUNDING: 

For implementing the lou tost sanitation programme, huge amount 

of funds are required. In the State of Haharashtra, out of 217 

Councils, 155 Councils submitted project reports for funding 

worth Rs.2654.90 lacs to MWS&SB . These 155 councils proposed 

20 convert :.4,060 bes‘-et type latrines into pit/ se.; '_ type. As 
1 ~ 

jer the government directives for' each converteU unit, the 

municipal council shall get a grant equivalent to 50% of the tost 

or maximum of Rs.l000/- and also HUDCO loan on the same basis. In 

other words each of the councils shall be receiving Rs.2000/- 

(i.e. Rs.l000/-loan and Rs.l000/- grant) for each converted 

unit. Thus for 84,060 units, the outlay of funds in the form of 

grant and loan shall be Rs.16.70 Crores. 
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Tbe had reqnirmats of etcb of tbc cou~c~l rlsitcd by os are 83 IolIoss: 

113. in lacs) 
_--__-_____-_____-______________________----------------------------------------------.-- 

lm of tom 10. of Total trant LOM IXCClS/ hurk 
uni .!, project 50~ froa (Sbortage) 

tost os Gort. BODCO 
per 
proposal 
(BS. 1 (Bs.1 (Es 1 (1s. 1 

____________________---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Vasai 282 ll.26 2.02 2 62 , (5.62) 

copargaoa 289 13.16 2.09 2 09 r;D" (1.H) 

561- Sangaraer 467 23 fl5 4.61 4 67 (13.71) 
F?Q 

Parbbani 5100 173 36 51.00 57 il0 (59.16) 

lflt contio#eacies 
considered 
in proporal 
alongwith 21X 
Adainistration Cost 
(sbicb inclodes 
5X service 
charte of lMS6SB) 

c , .~’ 

1 I 
I , 

-_ 



The above table reveals that even after getting grant and laan, 

the resource crunch wil1 be stil1 faced by the council. To 

overcome this, the Government of Maharashtra instructed the 

councils to utilise the 5 percent grant received by them for 

the welfare of SC/ST. Utilisation of this grant for the LCS 

programme is to be treated as proper utilisation of funds 

Expect Vasai municinsl council, other council has so far nat 

decidedto use thi: gz-<int. Ultimately the shortfall of funds was 

ì 

rewired to be met by contribution from the beneficiaries. 

-. 
f 
I 
ï 
i 1 
1 / 
f 
v 
P 
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As mentioned earlier, the councils submitted their proposals to 

MWS&SB. MWS&SB then scrutinised the proposals so received and 

submitted combined proposals for a number of towns to HUDCO for 

availing of the loan . HUDCO grants soft loans for this 

programme. The rate of interest is 6 percent per annum and the 

repayment period is decided as 12 years. As per HUDCO 

procedures,HUDCO releases 50 per cent of the loan amount on 

signing of the documents. The balance is disbursed on the basis 

of progress. Further, HUDCO requires a Government Guarantee for 

this loan. MWS&SB deducts 5 percent from the amount disbursed 

(loans as wel1 as grant) to the councils towards service charges. 

Apart from this 5 per cent, the MWS&SB proposes to recover 1 

percent guarantee charges paid by them to the Government from the 

v- rious councils. The counclls are of the opinion that tt11s 
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component of 6 percent service charge is a turden on them and 

either lt should not be charged or lf at all, should be charged 

at much lesser rate. 

Neither the councils nor MWS&SB have planned in advance for 

monthly or quarterly requirement of A..nds and their utilisation. 

It was observed that adequate efforts were not made by the 

borrowing as wel1 as lending agencies for timely release of 

funds to help in an early implementation of scheme. Clear 

guidelines regarding the information to be submitted alongwith 

the proposal, its format and content etc. were not issued, due to 

which even though MWS&SB submitted its first proposal to HUDCO 

in September/October 1989, the actual release of funds from 

HUDCO took place only in March/April 1990. The proposal 

submitted by MWS&SB was delayed at HUDCO leve1 due to non 

submission of information /documents such as 

Government Guarantee 

Map of the city highlighting the locations where actual 

conversion is to be carried out (subsequently this requirement 

was deleted by HUDCO) 

L 

’ r 

c 

-l L 

I 

L 

Audited Balance sheets of MWS&SB 

Three years financial performance of MWS&SB in tile format of 

HilDCO 
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Certificate of councils that pollution control norms and 

hydraulic pressure stipulations shall be folloued, 

t 
II 

Number of SC/ST beneficiaries covered under the scheme. 

In our opinion, each cou.nçil shoulb4 be instrw <;ed to fc'?ow the 

required procedure and subrbit- fu;_ _ztails alonguith the proposal 
: 

1 

to avoid subsequent correspondence and delay thereon. 
\ .r 4 

I I ,-E - + 
,- 

As far as individual beneficiaries are concerned, if the 

Y 
<’ conversion is undertaken by them they have to arrange their own 

funds. Irrespective of actual tost of conversion the council 

I 
promised to disburse maximum grant of Rs.l000/- and a loan of 

Rs.l000/-. Only Vasai council decided to pay Rs.225/- out of 

1: their own funds for such conversion. In case where conversion is 

t 
undertaken by council itself, through NGO / contractors, the 

council saw that the actual tost of conversion is around 

Rs.2000/- so that they do not have to contribute more than what 

they receive. 

: 

. u 
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5. LlTILISBTIONmFONDS 

For the implementation of scheme, funds are generated mainly from 

tuo sources i.e. Government Grant and HUDCO laan. Being the 

nodal agency, MWS&SB receives these funds and disburse the same 

to the councils. On the basis of the proposals submitted by the 

councils, the grant and lcnl. amount W6S claimed from the 

Government and HUDCO respective!.). 

The grant received by MWS&SB is disbursed to the councils on the 

basis of their claim3 and amounts received by MWS&SB. The 

following table indicates that upto June 1990, MWS&SB received 

grant amounting to Rs.478.35 lacs and disbursed Rs.410.16 lacs to 

various councils and the balance amount is stil1 pending with 

them. It also highlights the delay observed in disbursement of 

grant. 
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(03 in lam) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------.------------------ 
GOWnWOt Crrnt Delay ís Arount of Cross hhBCC lebarts 
Graat Disbursed Disbarscieat Grut Amooat of ritb 

Oeceired OB Peceired Graat BYSASB 
Disbursed 

(Bs.1 (US.1 (Ps.1 
____________________------ -------___-__-__-_--____________________--------------.,-*---.-------- - 

9.11 1969 

18.12 1989 

15.3.1998 

16 3 1998 

29.3 1990 

2.1.1989 

19.12.1989 

9.fl1.1990 

2.4.1990 

25.4.1990 

3.5.1990 

41 days 

40 days 

21 days 

18 days 

40 dap 

35 dass 

100.00 

58 00 

4B.00 

10.00 

33 35 

288 00 

90 32 1.69 C ’ Grrnt froi 

41.24 2.16 

36.00 4.00 

2.55 

12 29 

6orermnt 
.5 percent aot 
dtdncted tor 
IT coaacils 

Graat froa 
Gorement 
5 percent 
dtducted 
(Ps.2 36 lacsl 
(35 councilsl 

Graat froi 
Corern~ent 
5 percent deducted 
(Bs.l.8@ lm) 
(26 councilsl 

Graat froi 
Gorcrn~ent 
5 percent dedocted 
(05.0.50 lacsl 
(9 councils) 

Graat fror 
Goremen t 
5 percent deducted 
(Es 1.54 lacs) 
(3 couoclls) 

Grant from 
Gorernwot 
5 perct ; deducted 
(Fs 0 3c 1x5) 
(02 cobccl!:! 
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(8s 11 1dCS) 

_---_---_------_--__---------------------------------.--------------------------.------.--------- 

Corera~eat Grut btldt ir Amouat of CrOSS BdldnCe hdrh 

hdbt Disbuncd Di~borsemt Graat A~ouat of ritb 
Beceired OB Oeceired Grtnt IWSB 

Disborscd 
(Bs.1 (Ps. 1 (IJ ) 

---------_---______-_______________I____--------------------------------------------------------- 

15.6.1990 k5.04 (5.00 A~~rnt of sobsidy 
reccired from 
9llDCO aad tbe 
details of tbis 
are aot krom to 
EWSISB 

_-____----__-_-__--._________________ 
Total k78 35 410.16 66.i9 

-----------_----------------------------------------------------.-------------------------.--- __---_- 
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As per the Government instructions,the councils commenced the 

werk of conversion in Auguat 1989. The grant component was first 

received by them. On commencing the converaion process the 

council utilised their own funds for the implementation of the 

scheme. The grant received in four quarters commencing from 

September 1989 to June 1990 by the councils visited by US and lts 

utilisation in- these quartel. highlighted in thc following 

table. 
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fablc sbosial recelpt and disburseneot of trant by Couacils in sclected tom. 

(1S.h LdCS) 
---------_-_--._____------------------------------------------------------------ 

Quarter Inded TODll3 
_____-____---____-------------------------------------- 
lasai Iopargaan Qanguecr Parbbaai 

----------------____------------------------------------------------------------ 

I Sept. ,389 hipt - 

Pament 3.14 

Kxcess +/ 
Sbortfall 

(-1 (3 141 

11 Dec.1989 Eeceipt 2.07 

Payrent - 

Curulatire 
Bxcesstl 
Sbortfall 

(-1 (1.07) 

111 llar.1990 Beceipt - 

Paymt - 

Curolatire 
Krcess t/ 
Sbortfall 

(-1 (1 @Tl 

IV Juae 1990 Beceipt - 

Payren t B 72 

Curulatire 
Ercess t/ 
Sbortfall 

(-1 (! 75): 

fl.21 

(0 201 

1.30 

(1.50) 

1.00 

0.k0 

(0.90, 

1.89 

0.k0 

0.59 

- 

3.00 

3.88 

2.43 

0.51 

0.42 

0.15 

7.13 

(7.13) 

12.00 

9 35 

(k.k8) 

13 ee 

6 Bk 

- 

, .-. 

I 
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The grant received was used for máking payments to NGO, 

Contractors and the beneficiaries. AT P!WS&SB level, the grant 

was released on an ad hoc basis and release of grant was not 

linked to the actual performance. Houever, at council leve1 

where the beneficiaries undertook conversion,the grant was 

disbur ..: to them 0.1~ after ,ompletion and where the work 5 

allott. 60 contractor or NGO, the council used the grant amoclnt 

for paying their bills as the loan component was not received by 

thea. In Parbhani the grant amount was used to disburse the laan 

to Individual beneficiaries. 

At the end of June 1990, MWS&SB received Rs.87.72 lacs from HUDCO 

In the form of loan. As mentioned earlier the processing of laan 

application and the disbursement of funds was delayed due to 

non-submission of various details. MWS&SB had submitted 7 

schemes upto April, 1990 to HUDCO. The position of the schemes 

so submitted for availing of Rs.834.45 lacs loan and the position 

of its sanction and amount dlsbursed is given belou: 
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(ls.in lacs) 
--------------------____________________------.------.--------------------------.---------------------------- 
Ilurber Total Date of Laan Date of Laan Date of IeDarks 
Of Laan Sobmirsion Avount Saoctioa Awuat Loao 
TOVPS aDooat of loaa saactioned bl EODCO teleased releastd 

appl ied proposal bl IODCO 
(IJ.) to lllmco (IJ 1 (1s 1 

--------_-_-__.-____----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

17 III ‘5 29.09.89 ‘14.75 17.P” qe 57.40 

21 60.32 26.10.89 6fi 32 07.02 90 38.32 

61 310.37 26.11.89 213 kk 

28 100.38 38.12.89 48 21 

11 29.46 82.03.90 - 

17 111.17 11.01.98 - 

8 48.M - - 

Total 834 45 k3F 72 

----. 

27.06.98 

30.07 90 

_--_ 

Out of relcased aam 
15.2.67 lacs is dedol - 
BODC0 tovards Iirst 
instalrent (doe date as 
per repaywnt schedole 
vas 31.03.1990) 

Out of released anount 
K’s.l.38 lacs is deducted br 
EODCO tovards Iirst 
instalrent (due as per 
repalmt schedule is 
30 86 I99fl) 

) Applied for gorerareat 
) goarantee on 26 87.1990 
1 

1 
1 
)got sanctiooed ti11 
)hne, 1998 

Loan application is 
being submi tted 

Ilny IWSISB bas not released acg laar! to ang o! t’ce coucc~ls as of Jme 1500 
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The HWS&SB was unable to dlsburse the loan so recelved to the 

councils for uhom it was sanctioned mainly due to non- 

finalisation of the agreement between MWS&SB and councils. 

MWS&SB has already forwarded a draft copy of the agreement along 

with related repayment schedule to the councils for their 

approval. The councils were SUF: -od to sut.iit the c' Yy signed 

agreement to LIWS&SB for aval11 - ,he loan. HWS&SB proposes to 

release the loan only on completion of these formalities. 

6) LQAHEiEEWXf: 

The primary responsibility for repayment of HUDCO loan and 

Interest thereon lies with HWS&SB. MWS&SB proposes to recover 

the loan instalment with interest from councils. Councils have 

therefore decided to also recover the loan with interest from 

the beneflciaries. HUDCO loan bears an interest of 6 1/4 % per 

annum and is repayable in 12 years on a quarterly basis. HUDCO 

offers 1/4% rebate in interest if the repayment is made in time. 

To avail of this benefit, tlHS&SB in its proposed agreement 

lndicated that, it wil1 be levying penalty @ 2.5% per month on 

defaulted payments to the councils 
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The information relating to the period of laan' repayment and the I 

instalment amount decided by HUDCO for the loans sanctioned so 

far is given below: i -- 
(Rs.in lacs) 

----------__-------_____________________------------------------- 
Sr.No. Amount of. No. of Amount per Due date of 

loan quarterly instalment first , (Rs.) instalments (Rs ic5talment 
towards / 
repayment 

----------___--__--_____________________------------------------- , 1 

1. 114.75 37 2.67 31.03.90 -. 
6 2.66 I 

, 

2. 60.32 4 1.38 30.06.90 
40 1.37 

3. 261.65 1 1.01 Not decided 
44 5.67 as Government 

Guarantee is , 
not yet 
released 

I)ue to non-finalisation of agreement, MWS&SB bas nat released 1 

loans to any of the councils upto June 1990. At councils' leve1 t 

except Parbhani, they have not decided about the method/ system c 

to be adopted for release of loan to the -beneficiaries. In 

Parbhani, the council has made an agreement with the 

beneficiaries (who availed the loan) that the same teras and 

conditions laid down by HULO/ MWS&SB shall be applicable to 

thern . 
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While granting the laan, affordability aspects of beneficiarics 

were not considered. Where the conversion is done by counc;l 

through NGO's / contractors, how the council proposes to recover 

the amount is not yet finalised. In this case actual loan is not 

given but the benefits of converted units are enjoyed by the 

beneficiaries. In such case whether the council should go for an 

.-7.eement with beneficiary for loan or l& bil1 them normal 
-, 

~.~nner is yet to be decided. None of thi'councils has obtained 

any security from beneficiaries. 

The capacity of the councils to repay the loan could not be 

ascertained due to non-availability of necessary details. It is 

reported that the councils always have problems in fund 

generation. The position of loans obtained by the councils and 

the outstanding thereof is as under: 

(Rs.in lacs) 
------_-----______-_--------------------------------------------- 
Town Loan taken Outstanding 

loan as on 
31.03.1990 

(Rs. 1 (Rs. 1 
------------__---_-_---------------------------- ____------------- 

Vasai 27.00 25.35 

Kopargaon 56.50 52.42 

Sangamner 30.07 26.48 

Parbhani 191.70 168.22 

__------------------------------------------------------- __--_---- 

8 

c 
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Al1 the four councils visited by US opined that they Shäll te 

recovering the loan amount along uith the annual assessment NO 

separate records are proposed to be maintained. Present books of 

account3 and other related records maintained as per Municipal *- 

Act are upto date and sufficient. 

‘, ‘! _ 

Present1 recovery aspect, no report3 are generated at counc 

and tlHS&Sb level. 4 I 
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(1s la lacs) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

lasai Iopargaoo Saa6amr Parbbaai 
.-----.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -me---- 

Demand Beco~ery t Demand Becorer~ f Demand Pccorer~ 2 Demand Becorer~ 1 
__-----__.----------________________I___-------------------.--------------------------------------- mm---.----- 

198748 ll.59 10.89 91.96 28.12 18 76 65.32 11.1. U.A. II A. 69.26 42 89 61.93 

198849 13.40 12.82 95.67 29.96 13.57 65.28 ll.A. il.A. I A. 69 26 19.42 28.03 

1989-90 14.26 12.49 87.59 35.71 22.73 63.65 U.A. 1.A. W.A 78.05 25.70 36.69 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-- --mw--- 

11.6. - ligurcs not arailable. 
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The tax recovery perforrnbrrce of Vasai 1s good whereas it is bad 

and poor in case of Kopargaon and Parbhani respectively. 

Sangamner Council officials reported that their recovery _ 

performance is around 50% Por the purpose of recovery of HUDCO 

Loan, al1 the councils uil1 have to improve their recovery of 

taxes and loan instalment uith interest. Heavy penalties should 

be levied for non/ delayed payments by the beneficiaries. 

7) LEGAL MEASURES rI2iKEa IQ SUPPORT ' '..-. PROGRAMME: 
6 

As informed to US, the councils increased the sanitation tax ; 

levied on beneficiaries using basket type latrines (from the year r 

1988-89 Rs.60/- to Rs.300/-) to recover the overheads and to 
r- 

force the people to convert the unit. Necessary amendment was 

made in the bye-laws of councils to this effect. 

Further they decided to discontinue the services of scavengers 

after declared dates of conversion. However no rules were passed 
P .I ’ 
’ \ 

for this. As per the bye-laus, the councils are not permitting 

the construction of basket type latrines. 

For the implementation of scheme. councils have not passed any ,~ 

bye-law relating to . 

non-appointment of new scavengers when existing 

scavengers are releasec from the present service? and absorbed in 

other ser-?ices 



GL 

to demolish baskct type latrine structure, lf 

constructed after the execution of programme T 

to levy penalty on use of basket ww latrines to 

refrain the users 

to provide places to beneficiaries for construction pit/ 

ser .. c latrine Ì, owned hv councils (such as roads, gu 5 

c J where the space is insufficient . -I 

to initiate legal action in case of default in carrying 

out conversion or loan repayment 

to finalise and earmark the place/ area (where the 

converted unit is to be constructed) if it is not done due to 

dlspute 

to force / instruct tenant or owner if there is a 

dispute between tenant and owner regarding who has to bear the 

cos+, . 

- to prohibit private scavenging 

Presently, where the tenants/ owners do not co-operate in 

conversion, pressure tactics are used by the officials/ ward 

members to create the awareness of the people. NO legal action 

1s reported to be taken In thls regard. Even for arrears of 



e 

e i recovery of property and othrr taxes, rarely legal action 12 
+ 

( initiated against the defaulters. Ff.2 !‘ the efficient 
@ " 

., \ 
$ 

f 5 
1 lmplementation of programme, we are of the oplnlon that suitablt-: 
s L F 4 ; 

6: 1 
; 1 i amendments must be made in the bye-laus as glven above and legal 

i 

.' j actlons may be inltiated against those uho do not co-operate. 

, 
,- 

á 
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8) LONGTERM-BPII1 INVESTMENT w Ei29 
p7m ,* x2 MAINTFN-w QE SANITATION SYSTEM: 

The c,. I .rted sanitation system prevailing in touns chn e 

divided in tuo broad categories, i.e. 

a> sanitation system related to individual beneficiary and r 

bl sanitation system available to public i.e. community ' 
f 

latrines. 

a> In case of individual latrines, the operatlons, running and 

maintenance tost includes expenditure on water, electricity, 

cleaning material and repairs of minor nature. The beneficidries J 

are supposed to maintain them at their own tost. The tost of 

such maintenance is not much. NO separate funds are required 

except the initial investment towards the conversion/ 

construction. However after a lapse of time, the units 

constructed may become unserviceable due to : 

old aged structure 

misuse of the latrines by users 

non-maintenance of latrines 

lr,adequate cepzclty, etc. 
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Presently, no survey is undertaken nor an) records maintarned 

in this regard. For proper maintenance of the system provision 

should be made to demolish such structures if required and/ or to 

repair them so that they can re-function again It is assumed 

that the tost of rebuilding the structure should be paid by the 

beneficiaries only. 

A_ 

bl Mostly, co<munity La' -yines are run by the councils. Council 

incurs expenditure on salary of sueepers, water, electricity and 

cleaning material, major and minor repairs to units and other 

administrative overheads. The community latrines are not 

maintained in a proper manner. Beneficiaries are not using the 

latrines as they are inconvenient, unclean and insufficient. The 

vieus of the beneficiaríes arising out of our surveys are given 

belou: 

REASONSmmOSINGCOMMUNITYLATRINES: 
------------^---------------------------------------------------- 

Name of Toun Inconvenient Unclean Insuffi- 
cient 
units 

--------------____-_--------------~~~----------~~) (%) 
____------------ 

Vasai (19%) (100%) (lm%) 

Kopargaon (25%) ( 85%) ( 65%) 

Sangamner (45%) ( 85%) ( 65%) 

Parbhani (18%) ( 76%) ( 81%) 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Avcrage percentage 26.75 86.5 77.75 
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The councils wil1 have to undertake a survey for 

carrying out maJor repalr uork to exi-sting _- ' community _ _ - 
latrines for it3 optimum utilisation r f 

1 
F 

to identify the number of additional latrines required, its i 

location and capacity C‘ 

to decide the quantum of funds required for maintaining the 
Fa 

system i.e. purchase of required machinery such as trucks, 

tractors, tankers, vacuum cleaning pumps, etc. and 

number of additional staff for upkeeping of the facility and 

to carry out survey work of sanitation system so that expected 

failure can be identified in advance. 

Similarly, for creating the auareness of people regarding -~ 

sanitation, hygiene and hou to use the public as wel1 as private 

sanitation system training, education, publicity is raquired. 

Thus the funds which shall be required can be quantified only 

after carrying out a detalled survey. These funds shall be 

mainly required fc. upkeeping the fscility. For operations aq? ' 

maintenance less apourir Of func are required, If ll 12 

- 
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maintained on regular basis Further lf systems llke pay and use 

are introduced in near future, it uil1 help counclls to . 

recover the capita1 invested (to some extent), 

it can generate its own funds for mainter< -':, 

misuse of the facilities cân be curtailec 

more employment can be generated, 

awareness of user can be increased (as they are liable to 

pay for misuse). 

. 
As a long term policy matter, concept of preventive maintenance 

and regular roaintenance uil1 have to be introduced. On the basis 

of technical survey, the life of structure (whether pit or 

septic) should be decided so that for reconstruction of such 

system proper steps can be undertaken. A separate fund may be 

created for such purpose. Similarly, a team of surveyors can 

visit each unit on periodic basis and should guide and instruct 

the council/ beneficiaries regarding periodical maintenance, 

hygiene etc. to increase the llfe of structure and system and to 

control the pollution. 
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In the long term, funds shall be required for the purposes of 

major repairs to the existing structure 

replacement of machinery, vehicles, etc. 

training tost of SL .;-ltion department 

publicity tost. 

At this stage, the quantum of funds required cannot be 

as the programme results are yet to be seen. 

‘ 

estimated 

c 

! 
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CHAPTER : 111 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC AECTS 





Organised disposal of human excreta has undergone a qualitative 

change over the centuries fr-*rn bucke.t latrines to full "edged 

SE -‘ treatment plants. Houever, due to i 1 ,tment 

con, 'raints, such schemes involving huge funds could not be 

undertaken in each town. As a via-media, the Government decided 

to implement lou tost sanitation programmes for effective 

disposal of human excreta as LCS requires much less investment 

as compared to an elaborate sewerage system. On an al1 India 

level, it is expected that the government may have to incur an 

expenditure exceeding Rs.400 crores over a period of time, to 

overcome the existing deficient sanitation system through LCS 

Programme. It is therefore utmost necessary to evaluate the 

effects of implementation of such Low Cost Sanitation programroes 

on the life style of the beneficiaries, their responses, problems 

faced in execution of the scheme, social awareness, tost of 

maintenance of the unit, affordability of the beneficiaries, etc. 

For this Purpose. JPS selected four touns in Haharashtra viz, 

Vasái, Kopargaon, Sangamner and Parbhani er.,3 carried out a SociO- 

Ecor-*jmic survey of the beneficiaries. In each of the above tOc::S 

tt ‘. list of teneficiaries vi-r coi 1 estel f 1- 0 rr: the respect1--.c- 
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tiunicipal Councils before cornmencrment of the survey vork The 

geographic spread of the survey ln ecrch town was selected on the 

basis of municipal uards and the number of beneficiaries covered 

under that particular uard. Whlle selecting the uards, 

consideration was given to 018 znd develo- ing areac slums and 

middle income group locali < -. , conversion done by individual ._ 

beneficiaries, and by NGO’s, type of conversions carried out in 

each area and the reasons for selection of a particular type of 

conversion, localities dominated by particular class of people, 

etc. The views of the beneflciaries were gathered during 

personal interviews held by the survey team. Here, the Issues 

raised were on various social and economie aspects such as 

awareness about the scheme, affordability, type of construction, 

problems faced by them during and after conversion, and 

maintenance. 

The Government of India has initiated steps for implementation of 

the scheme in various states. For this purpose, the Government 

decided to provide a maximum grant of ~s.l000/- for each unit to 

be converted. Similarly HUDCO,is providing soft loan to the 

extent of Rs.l000/- (maximum) for each such unit. The scheme '5 

implemented by Maharashtra strte Gr:,ernment through municip?l 

ty was not given to ti-,; c 1l.S. A s informed to b:, ;-,u!,: -,:I 1 counc 

8 

a 

1 



programme through various rned i a such as the' radio or the TV cbr 

issuing published material OTl the subJect. The Centra1 

Government instructs or guides the State Governments by uay 

correspondence on the subject. 

HUDCO authorities also did not publish any speci;il mate* 

the promotion of this scheme and to create auarotwss among 

public. 

AS stated earlier, in the State of Maharashtra, 

of 

Lcr 

the L 

r 
the 

responsibility of the Programme has been entrusted to Maharashtra 

Water Supply and Seuerage Board (MWS&SB) by the state Government. 

MWS&SB is expected to implement the scheme through Iounicipal 

councils. MWS&SB is engaged in responding to the queries raised 

by the various municipal councils, and arrcnging necessary 

finances required by municipal councils for the actual 

implementation of the scheme and disbursement of funds. NO 

efforts were reported to have been undertaken by MWS&SB to 

develop the initiative, enthusiasm or awareness among the 

implementors of the programme. 

The task of conversion of dry type of latrines to pit Ww 

latrines was given to the munlcipal councils for eradlcating t.he 

present scavenger system The mu r.icipal councils took s 0 ar. e 

Initiátive to create an auareIlcss arr,l;rzgst the beneflclar;ec b,,' 



providing them uith brief details about the scheme, grant end 

loan component, target date for completion etc. in the local news 

papers. In Vasai tour-1 the council arranged one video film with 

the help of a NGO. Al1 the municipal councils visited by us 

chose to intlmate the beneficiaries by uay of a letter. 

Aw;rGNESS QE KldEEuaE'?S REGARDING SxElfE 

( 'f 
111 our survey it was revealed that the beneficieries were aware 

f of the benefits of conversion, the implementation and their role 

In conversion. 

BWARENESSmSCHEnESAYONGTtlEIBENEFICIARIES 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Particulars Name of towns 

------------_-__-___------------- -mm--- ------ 

Vasai Kopargaon Sangamner Parbhani 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

No. of families 
surveyed 

Awareness of 
members 

45 50 50 . 91 

Yes 34 45 49 87 

NO 11 5 1 4 

-------------------_------------------------------------ ____---SB----- 
. ..- -: __._-_ - . _- 

Ever though the above :=ble reveals thzt the people at the grass-root 

,e '.' e 1 were aware aboct thr sch~,~t', t!.t- .z~~;:clpal counc11 OfflCiälS 
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faced diffículties is exccutlon of the schemes. During the survey lt. 

was learnt that the pesople cooperated in conversion since the 

municipal authorities had decided to stop the scavenging services 

áfter a particular. date Where council preferred to handover the 

conversion to the NGO-s, beneficiary initiative for conversion could 

not be judged as it was a forced conversion. However, In other 
., 

i>laces the beneficiarier did - >. take initlative for conversion on 

their own. 

For proper and timely execution of the scheme the cooperation 

and initiative of the beneficiaries is most important. Generally 

the beneficiary had to contribute towards the tost of 

conversion,uhether the conversion is undertaken by them in the 

individual capacity or when the tost of conversion exceeds the fund 

support given by the government in the form of grant and loan from 

HUDCO i.e. Rs.2000/- per unit. It was observed that the grant/loan 

disbursals by the councils to the beneficiaries were delayed due to a 

delay in receipt of funds from the Government / HUDCO. In such cases, 

the beneficiary had to arrange his own funds to complete the 

conversion . Where the municipal councils had taken the initiative 

and appointed NGO's/contractors for conversion. the beneficiary did 

not havp- to contribute ;-rlything on advance to the councils. For 

- 
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example, in Vasai and Parbhanl ,a máJority of the conversior. Jvk~s ue‘-e _ 

done by NGO’s and the beneficiäries did not have to contribute 

anything towards conversion. 

In short, uhere the converef- was don by th: beneficlarles 

themselves, they had to a- -- Ige their own 'funds til1 they &ot 

reimbursement by uay of loan or grant. Therefore, for timelr 

implementation of scheme it was necessary to verify uhether the 

beneficiary could arrange the required funds for conversion Wh<la .AA*L 

implementing the scheme, such affordability criteria was not sper. 

prior to implementation by councils. Further the component of 

government grant and loan was not linked up uith the average rncome of 

the beneficlary. The grant and loan was given to the beneficiaries 

irrespective of their income 
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tbc rwrcr furtber reretlcd tbe followtal 

m p1 uw OJ ~EKflCiAKlKS OID(B /Cs POOCOAIIK 

________________________________________---------------------------------------------------- 

Particolars 

Vasai t lopar~aoa t Sangmer f Parbbani t 

-________--_____________________________---------------------------------------------------- 

10. of 
farilics 
SPlW J 
-. - 
ICii’ :b.id 
mitAl; 
hou 
os. 
B-1MM 

lfMI-2kw 

2000-leem 

3000-5000 

500d and 
abore 

Iacow sot 
disclosed 

Total tost 
of Black 
Bs. 
upto 2000 

2000-5000 

5e!wBl!00 

mw128e8 

lot Lsosn 

Eaxmm KII 
Percentage of 
lacore of tbe 
losezt category 
(Average 
1 Ctolt 
Ez ES/-; 

4s 50 5B 91 

6 13 T 14 21 9 60 66 

lk 51 17 34 9 16 18 11 

Ifl 22 5 10 I Ik 6 7 

4 9 5 10 k 6 4 k 

6 13 8 16 - - - 

5 12 A 16 3 6 11 12 

21 42 - - 57 63 

39 17 21 42 29 51 16 18 

5 11 8 16 13 26 11 12 

1 2 - - K 16 2 2 

5 5 

1s 13/- 

i E : 
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Nc?te: 
Cost of the unit ì 11 exccss of RS2030/- KÖS met by the 

beneflcraries through their own savings and no other borrowrngs 

were made by them. Therefore, the HUDCO loan amount of 

Rs.l000/- is to be repaid In say 10 years uhich carries 6 per 

cent interest. Therefore, per year repayment 1~ .100/- ar:d 
1 

maximum interest (in first year) is Rs.60/- totallr. , to Rs.160/- 

repayment in the first year. Monthly instalment (EMI) shall be 

Rs.13/- at the maximum. This EMI of Rs.13/- uhen compared to the 

lowest category of income (Average Rs.500/-) comes to 2.6% of 

income, which we fee1 1s affordable. 

AS informed to US the amount required to be lncurred on 

maintenance of converted latrine is not significant. The 

beneflciaries can approach the NGO's (uhere the conversion is 

done by NGO's) for carrylng out major repairs and maintenance of 

the latrines during the guarantee period. As the survey was 

conducted immediately after the conversion, the nature of 

activities and amount spent or to be spent on maintenance was not 

to the beneficiarles. 

,iCONSTRAINTSMADOPTIOP!ESCHEME 

1 

.h 
ij Following type of constraints were faced in adoption of the ‘ LCS * 



;e 
it 
!e t - 16 \ Hou to clean the pit and tllc: latrines and at uhat frequency 

c 
\ - Hou much water siiould be used uhile using the neuly 

' c ! constructed unit. 

c- l- 
In case of inadequate space what size and type of Pit 

4 
l 

should be selected to meet minimum requirements. 
r 
-. \- 

I 
Where the beneficiaries are residing in rented preroises the 

/' i % jiandlord 

kj 

and other tenants creatt: various types of problems in 

r 
i 
iselection of site, in fixing tost of maintenance and amount 

r i 
icontributed by each tenant towards their contribution etc. Apart 
I 
'from the above, following types of problems were reported by the 

,- 6 . ;beneficiaries during the survey. 
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Particulars Vasai Kopargaon Sangamner Parbhani 

________--------__------------- -----------.-------------------- 

No. of families 
surveyed 

45 50 50 9i 

Families 
having ‘4 
complaintsi Yes 7 

NO 38 36 

Types of 
problems in 
Implementation 
-------------- 
(a)Site selection 

(b)Site not 
ready 

(c)Alternative 
toilet not 
provided 

(d)Delay in 
obtaining 
approval from 
al1 
beneficiaries 

(e)Delay in 
making own 
contribution 

(f)Delay In 
finalisation 
of scheae 

- 

1 

4 

1 

14 9 15 

41 76 
- --H 

2 

2 

3 

8 

t 

8 



-__-____---____-_--_____________________--------------------- 

Particul6rs ~úra1 Kopargaon Sangamner Fartl!,a!,; 
----__----_____-----____________________--------~-~~~--~~-~---~-- 

(g)Delay 1r1 
obtainlng 
external 
finance 1 1 

(h)Delay in 
appointing 
c~r~tractor 1 4 

f 
:Resistance by 

_ .her 
beneficiaries 1 

(j)Resistance by 
scavengers 

(k)Non availabllity 
of labour 

(1)Poor vork 
supervision by 
Council 2 1 

(m)Contractor not 
completing the 
work 1 3 1 

(n)Delay in 
handing over 
after 
conversion 

2 3 

(o)Documentation 
not completed 
in time 

(p)Not aware 
about the 
importante 

(q)Dlfficulties 
1 n 
conctruction r - L 

------------_-------------.______---------____---~~~------- -- 
_ - 2? . _ . . - . 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 
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During the discussions uith councils and NGO officials, following 

execution problems were highlighted by them. 

Non-availabïlity of labour 

Non-cooperation by beneficiaries in accepting pit type 

technology. 

Dispu between landlord and tenants in selection of sitt 

tost sharin, etc.. 

Inadequate space for conversion. 
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Th riems of the beneflciarles OD tbe LCS Proframe are tabolated 

_____--__-_-_____________________ __ __--em-mw_______ _e________-mw_-- ____-____-___-__------- 

jasai Iopargaoa t Saagarner f Parbbani t 

60. of families 
sorreyed 

Pieus 

45 58 50 91 

Qczun 

Good 

Arerage 

Poor 

10 comen ts 

Constroction 
Qoali tl 

31 . 69 

12 27 

1 2 

1 2 

37 74 49 48 88 97 

12 21 1 2 2 2 

1 1 

1 2 - - - - 

6ood 31 69 36 12 

Arerage 11 25 11 22 

POOK 1 2 1 2 

10 coraents 2 4 2 4 

--____-__---____-__----------------------------------- -----mw 

48 96 83 

2 4 - 

0 

91 

9 
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8 
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Vasai f Iopar6aon t Saa;awicr f Pubbaai 5 

---------------__--------------------------------.---------------------------------- -ww------ 

10. of families 
surrejed 

Bitndib 

les facllity 

Coareaience 

Cleaaliaess 

Bygieae 

hprorcient 
in surroonding 

k5 58 50 

30 Ik 42 111 50 

2 k e 16 k 

k0 89 k5 98 50 

25 56 18 36 kl 

22 49 35 10 SB 

91 

100 !! 92 

a 9 18 

100 19 96 

82 35 3a 

100 81 80 

Tbe resolts rerealed tbat tbe beaeficiarics are satisfied retardiag design, constmctior, 

hprored cleaaliness, blgiene tnd afree tbat tbe area becw more habitablc thaa beforc. 

8 
8 
B 





CHAPTER : IV 

TECHNICAL ASPECTS 



In the four towns selected for the study we have carried out a 

detailed technical evaluation of the sample number of constructed 

units. Our evalurt ion consitiered the aspects of : 

1. TechnL Jgy 

2. Design 

3. Cost 

4. Quality of construction and supervision 

5. Pollution, maintenance and other aspects 

Our comments on these areas are as follous: 

The Government of Maharashtra has specifically insisted that Pit- 

type technology should be adopted for conversion. Only if space 

iS inadequate, land is rocky or water source is in immediate 

vicinity etc., only then septic tank unit can be considered. For 

constructing septic tank units, prior permission of the 

Government is necessary. Government has specifically prohibited 

use of 'Mini septic- tanks because they are un-hygienic. 
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Table below shows the projected and actual number of units by 

type of technology in the four towns. 

^----______^________--------------------------------------------- 

Town Projected Conversion Actual Conversion 
(upto June 1990) 

Pit Septic Total Pit Septic Total 
----__________c_____--------------------------------------------- 

Vasai 282 - 292 151 87 238 

Kopargaon 212 77 339 289 289 

Sangamner 467 467 345 345 

Parbhani 5700 - 5700 1300 - 1300 

--------------______---------------------------------------- --mm- 

It is to be noted that Vasai and Kopargaon departed from their 

original plan of conversion. In case of Vasai, beneficiaries 
L 

themselves insisted and converted on thelr own, dry latrines into 

pour flush septic type latrines. Whereas, in Kopargaon, the 

beneficiaries did not know much about the pit type technology. 

Private Contractors were appointed by beneficlaries who installed 

only septic tanks perhaps since the tost for this is more and 

profit therein being more. As per our observations, Pit type 

units could have been constructed in Kopargaon end Sangamner. 

In Sangamner, because of lack of adequate information uith the 

council on Pit type technology, Council prepared the project 

using septic tank type conversion and constructed accordingly. 

8 



Both these councils did not obtain any prior permission from the 

Government. Also Sangamner council did not mention any reasons 

for adopting 100% conversion through septic tank method instead 

of pit type in their proposal. 

Kopargaon and Sangamner councils have not considered the adequacy 

cl water ~.ailability for sanitation pur s while adopting the 

septic tank technology. The present availability of water per 
r 

capita per day is 70 litres and 80 litres respectively which is ; 

highly inadequate especially for sanitation purposes. i 

2. . 

Al1 the councils adopted the basic design of either . 
circular or square for both septic or pit construction, depending 

upon the availability of space. 

In Vasai and Parbhani, Councils appointed Sulabh 

International for conversion work. Here, the Sulabh design of 

circular and square type pit was adopted for construction. 

The nodal agency, MWSUB has nat provided any design or 

specifications but instructed al1 the councils to follou IS1 

specifications (IS 2470 Part 1 for Septic Tank). 

At Lhe council leve1 where NGOs were not involvec!, the 

Junior Engineers of the crJunci1 or private engineers/ architects 
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were entrusted with the work of preparation'of designs. These 

designs were mainly used for preparation of estimates and project 

tost computation. Councils did not provide any designs/ 

specifications and estimates to the beneficiaries who have 

carried out the work on their own. In brief : 

4 Vasai and Parbhani, designs and specifications - de 

given to the contractor. Whereas, in Kopargaon and Sangamner 

designs and specifications were not given to either beneficiaries 

or to the contractor appointed by beneficiaries, as they followed 

septic type latrines for conversion. Council's view is that 

septic technology is ,very simple and as such no guidance is 

required for construction. 

In these cases, the designs and specifications were developed by 

the contractors themselves. In most of the cases (where 100%. 

conversion is to septic tank) the contractors have used ready 

made septic tanks and did only the nork of piping and 

installation of septic tanks. 

i> The size of the pit/septic tank was computed on the basis 

of rrumber of users but we have found 10 cases where the actual 

sìze of pit and septic tank was less than requlred. It is 
/ /- 



concluded based on our discussions that in choosing a particular 

design, attention has not been given to the number of users but 

the tost of the design within which the execution is required to 

be made. - 

Required (SI;..> size and Akkual size of Pits : 

--------------------____^_________^_____-------------------- 

Town Case No.of Required Actual Short m 
No. users CFT 

-------------------------------- 

Vasai 1 20 120 

2 15 90 

3 35 210 

4 25 150 

5 16 96 Parbhani 

CFT by 
-------------------------- 

t 
112 8 

82 8 

117 93 

66 84 

72 24 

- 
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B. SEPTICTYPE: Z 

Required (Std.1 size and Actual size of Septic tank: 

--------___---- -------L-----C-_-_--------------------------- 

Town Case No.of Required Actual Short 
No. users CFT CFT by 

--------------3-------~--. __________ _______. .___---v__--- 

Vasai 

Sangamner 

---------- 

UtvPe: 

r, 
6 30 350 283 67 

7 35 245 229 16 

8 35 245 204 41 

9 15 105 56 49 

10 25 175 170 5 

ii) Where both the pits are adjoining each other, the middle/ 

centra1 wal1 should be of 9" thickness. but in al1 the cases the 

actual thickness of this wal1 was 4" - 5" thick. This thickness 

of 4"-5" is advisable if the soil is of a type other than black 

cotton soil, but in al1 the four towns the soil type is black 

cotton soil. 

iii) The black cotton soil is not considered good for pit type 

latrines as it does not absorb the wäter easily over a long 

period. In such cases, the effectiveness of seuer treaLment gets 

8 
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greatly reduced. Therefore additional wal1 around the pit 1s 

required to be constructed and that has to be filled uith tlurum 

etc. This helps in the Hurum absorbing the water coming out of 

the pit and then slouly seeping into the soil. 

: ----------------------: 
I 

:---------------------- 
: 

1 1 -----:ooo; :oo, ’ ------’ I 
:-----;ooo; : ‘2 J 3 ----__; 
; ----- ;ooo: : . ‘_-Be_-’ 
:Soil :oool Pit : 03': I Soili 
~-----~ooo----------o~~~---~~~~ 
I ,-----:oooo Hurum ooooo:------: 
: -----:ooooooooooooooool------: 
IC - ------------------- - - -: I 
l_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -’ 
1 1 

r re 
iv) In the construction of septic tank type of latrines soak 

pits were nowhere provided. The outlet of septic tanks uas 

either joined to an open gutter/ sewer line or open space. Due 

to this, the pollution is bound t-o rise in and around the tanks. 

v> In designing the septic tanks, mosquito nets on vent pipe 

(open to sky) were not provided. These nets are required for 

curbing the growth of mosquitoes in the area. 

vi 1 The height of the vent pipe was short as compared to 

building height in most of the cases. 
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3. BOANTITYQEESTIMATES: 

Since the technology adopted being very simple; the computation 

of quantities relating to the Civil and plumbing.work is easy. 

This quantity estimation was done by the Junior Engineer/ 

Architects appointed by the councils. We have evaluated the 

estimates of quantity and found them satisfactory. PWD manual is 

the basis :$. chese estiraates. 

While prcpnring the proposal, al1 the councils adopted District 

Schedule of Rates (DSR) as applicable in their area. Based on 

these rates, a proposal was forwarded to HWS&SB by the councils 

for obtaining necessary flnance. We have carried out an analysis 

of comparative rates which is given belou: 

----------------------------------------------------------- ----mw 

Upto 6 Upto 10 upto 15 
Town Users Users Users 
--------------------------------------------------------- ----Be-- 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Vasai 3995 

Kopargaon 3725 

Sangamner 3227 3546 4302 

Parbhani 2230 ' 2515 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Kopargaon and Sangamner towns are in one district VlZ. 

Ahrnednagar. Houever, In case of 10 user Pit Latrine the tost is 

Rs.3725/- and Rs.3546/- respectively. Also the comparison of 

Parbhani per unit tost uith others indicates wide variations. 

This is because uniform designs and specifications were not 

adopted hy al1 the counclls. Such iariation would not hal = 

occurre -r the variations would have been marginal if MW:-.- 

had provided standard type designs and specifications to al1 the 

Councils. This would have resulted in variation being limited to 

actual rates applicable in that area. 

In Vasai, the estimate was prepared for 15 user latrines but the 

work was awarded to Sulabh International who have submitted a 

proposal for 5 user latrine (per unit tost Rs.2225/-1. Work was 

auarded by the council to Sulabh without preparing afresh the 

estimate for 5 user latrines. A comparison, we feel, was 

necessary before award of work. 

Such an exercise of comparison of tost could not be carried out 

by US for septic tanks as no estimates were prepared by aw 

councils. 



The conversion uork was executed by the councils through the 

follouing parties.: 

Vasai - Sulabh and beneficiary 

Lopargaon . Beneficiary 

( 

1 

Sangamner - Beneficiary 

Parbhani - Sulabh, Beneficiary and Private Contractors. 

one of the councils were directly involved in execution, 

i.e. through their own departments. 

1. 

&!3 
Al1 the councils informed the 

f @ 
k that they have supervised 

1 1 

work during conversion. Supervision was carrled out by Junior 

Engineers or Sanitary Inspectors (who are not technical 

i j persons). 

' E 

There are however, no records/documentation of site 

visits made, Inspection Reports etc. with any of the counclls. 

! In the absente of any reports it is difficult to state whether 

í 

detailed inspections were conducted by the councils. 
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iii) None of the councils has carried out tests on follouing 

material: 

1) 
Concrete mix 

2) Brick (strength test) 

3) WC pan (durability test) 

4) Pipes 

5) Ready-made septic .- lks 

Such tests are required especially where the work is carried out , 

by private contractors or beneficiaries directly to determine the , 

life of construction. Also, councils should ensure the use of 

standardised material in construction. 6 ~ 

f 
iv) -1'Inspections were necessary for conducting a 'technical 

audit' aimed at checking the quality of craftsmanship, adherente 

to norms to avoid pollution and ensure proper functioning of the 

sewer treatment system. In the absente of a technical audit by 

the council during the construction, corrective action required, 

if any, at a later date would amount to the demolition of the 

structure and wil1 be an expensive proposition. 
~- 

Vl-/J While handing over the converted units, neither the councils 

nor the contractors have explained to the beneficiaries the 
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operations and maintenance aspects. In our survey, most of the 

beneficiaries were unauare of 0 & fl aspects such as : 

Periodic cleaning of pits 

Closing and opening of other pit at interval3 

Minimum use of water (per use) in case of septic tank 

Curbing groEt,h of mosqu'toes in septic tanks 
r 

Cleaning II :eptic tank and removal of silt 

Height of vent pipe (to be increased if height of the 

building is increased) 

Importante of Soak pit and outlet for septic tank 

vi) It is desirable that where there are more than 15 users, 

septic tanks should be installed instead of pits. Our survey 

showed that 

user units. 

Vasai 

Parbhani 

in the following cases pits are used for more than 15 

CaseliL 

6 

--_-------------------------. 

25 
20 
16 
35 
25 

16 , 

--------------____--________L_______ 

vii) In 

do not 

pressure 

Parbhani and Vasai where pits are constructed, councils 

have the required machinery to check the hydraulic 

in the pit. This 1s required to avoid the collapse' of 

pit walls in the event of high pressure from inside/outside. 
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vlll) Especially ín case of Vasai, uhere the water source is 

'ground-water'. i.e., bore-uells and wells, construction of pit- 

type latrines require strict adherente to pollution control 

norms. Examples of location of pits or septic tanks too close to 

the water source are given belou: 

-_--. ------__-____----___-__--------__-_________------- -- 

Distance of Pit from uater sourc 

upto- 
Numberaicases 

Town 5' 5' - 10' 10' - 15' Total 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Vasai 1 1 2 

Parbhani 1 2 3 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Total 2 2 1 5 
--------------------_c__________________------------------------- 
Std. minimum distance 15' 

Following cases 

too near to the 

were observed in 3 towns uhere septic tanks were 

water source: 

bl SeaticTank: 

------^---------^------------------------------------------------ 

Distance of Septic Units from water source 
Numberpftiu 

Upto 
Town 5' 5' - 10' 10' - 15- Total 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Vasai 1 1 

Sangamrier 5 1 

Parbhani 2 2 1 5 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total 8 4 1 13 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
Std. minimum dlstance 15' 
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ix) In Sangamner the vent pipe diameter was observed to be 1/2" 

instead of 2" standard dia pipe. 

It is recommended. that 

(a) al1 the pits should be away from the water source by at least 

15'. 

ï 
7 bl Honey-comb rjP)uld not be provided on pit wal1 towards 

t; '. 

I 
the side of water source. 

cl Councils should take quarterly samples of water to check 

whether there is any direct sewer seepage. In such cases, the 

I pits should be demolished and replaced by septic tanks. 

dl Wherever there is a possibility of water going inside the 

pit, the pit height should be kept above the ground to avoid such 

even t . Also an RCC slab should be put as a cover on the pit, to 

avoid any direct seepage of water. The RCC slab should be of 

2.5" to 3.0" thickness. 

To avoid pollution, the outlets of septic tanks should not 

8 I 

I 
c 

be connected to underground drainage/ open gutter, otherwise, 

there is a possibility of outside storm water and sewer entering 

the septic tanks. 

f> Wherever, the septic tanks are below the roads/pavements 

etc. (due to lack or space), the strength of the tank should be 

testeà adequately before installation, to avoià it from 

ccl;~;:~~r:e due to ueight 
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í 

g> For proper functioning of septic tank, it is necessary that 

four litres of water is required in each use, otherwise 

bacterlological reaction uil1 not take place in the septic tank. 

Councils -Y':- I:ld ensure ,hat adecij,te water is made available f 

users to &J-.e care of this fact. 

* r 

hl Aiso, wherever septic tanks are lnstalled, soap and 
r , 

chemicals should not be used for cleaning slnce the soap water 

golng into the septic tank kills the bacterial germs and the r - 
c 

desired reaction does not take place. 

i 
1) The councils should ensure that the life of the construction L 

(Pit or Septic) should be atleast 30 to 35 years. I- 

j) Councils should obtain minimum 5 years guarantee for ; 

efficient functioning of the pit or septic tank. Presently 

Sulabh gives a guarantee of 5 years, whereas a private 

contractor for only 6 months. ; 

ü 
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We give below the minimum technical norms for construction of 

Septic tank and Pits. 

W nf Seatic Tanks and Sub-surface V System : 

1‘ f . . 
1 

:.. (1) Dimensions of Septic Tanks Zeptic Tank2 shaI$-have minimum 
-i , 

r( width of 75 cm.; minimum depth ~2 one meter below *'ter leve1 and 
i : ,f, f' 

3- 
á minimum liquid capacity of one cubic meter. Length of tanks 

shall be 2 to 4 times the width; 

r &+y$~~~ 
V 
0 d I 

1 P 
c (2)' Septic tanks may be constructed of brickuork, stone masonw, 

concrete or other suitable materials ; 

I 
I 
1 
I 
i3 

i 

4 - 

(3) Under no circumstances should effluent from a septic tank be 

allowed into an open Channel, drain or water-body without 

adequate anaerobic treatment through soakpit; 

(4) tlinimum nomina1 diameter of pipe shall be 100 mm. Further , 

at junctions of pipes in manholes, direction of floor from a 

branch connection should not make an angle exceeding 45 degrees 

uith the direction of flow in the main pipe; 

(f) The gradients of land drains, under-drainage as wel1 as the 

bottom of dispersion trenches and soakways should be between 

1 330 ar?d 1:400; 

\ 

i 

E 



(6) Every septic tank shall be provided ulth ventilating pipe of 

at least 50 mm. diameter. The top of the pipe shall be provided 

wlth a suitable cage of mosquito-proof wire mesh. The 

ventilating pipe shall extend to a height which uould cause no 

smell nuisance to any building in the area. Ge:);-rally, t?.? 

ventilating‘ pipe may extend to a height of about ' r . when the 
. . 

septic tank is at least 15 UI. away from the nearest building and r .' 

to a height of 2 m. above the top of the building when it is 

located closer than 15 m.; 

(7) When the disposal of septic tank effluent is to seepage Pit, \ 

the seepage pit may be of any suitable shape with the least l# 
r\ ’ c 

\“ ,: ( i 
I' cross-sectional dimension of 90 cm. and not less than 100 cm. in 

depth below the invert leve1 of the inlet pipe. The pit may be ' 
\ 

lined with stone, brick or concrete blocks with dry open joints 

which should be backed with at least 7.5 cm. of clean coarse 

aggregate. The lining above the inlet leve1 should be finished , 

with mortar. In the case of pits of large dimensions, the top 

portion may be narrowed to reduce the size of the RCC cover z 

slabs. Where no lining is used, specially near trees, the entire 

pit should be filled with loose stones. A masonry ring may be 

constructed at the top of the pit to ?revent damage by flooding 

of the pit by surface run off. The Inlet pipe may be taken down 

a depth of 90 cm. from the top as an anti-mosquito measure ; 
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(8) When the disposal of septic tank effluent is to a dispersion 

trench, the dispersion trench shall be 50 to 100 cm. deep and 30 

to 100 cm. Mide excavated to a slight gradient and shall be 

provided with 15 to 25 cm. of washed gravel or crushed stones. 

Open Jointed pipes placed inside the trench shall be made Of 

unglaz.--d :SLearthenaare clay or concrete and shall have min. 11 

internai diameter of 75 to 100 mm. Each dispersion trench should 

not be longer than 30 m. and trenches should not be placed closer 

than 1.8 m. 

1) The surface soil should not be contaminated 

2) There should be no contamination in ground water that is 

entering into springs or aells 

3) There should be no contamination into the surface water 

'4) Excreta should nat be accessible to flies or animals 

5) There should be no handling of fresh excreta; or when this 

is indispensable it should be kept to a strict minimum 

6) There should be freedom from odours or unsightly conditions 

7) Honey comb should be on 3 sides of the pit wal1 

8) Pit ground should not be concreted 

9) Minimum distance from water source should be at least 15 feet 

10) Pit should be covered with RCC slab 



11) Size of pit should be minimum 54 CFT and maximum 290 CFT t 

Also per person (user) additional space required should be 6 CFT 
\ 

12) Specific care should be taken while constructing the .,- 

circular pit with honey-'comb brick work. In case the water table ' 

observed is atw-- the botton of the 1, cI or/ and construction is 

in black cottc,r oil, sand Ör gravel envelope of 30 cm to 50 cm We 

width be provided throughout'the height of the pit from outside 

and bottom base be sealed with suitable material. 

13) Minimum distance of 10 to 15 meters should be maintained ' 

from leaching pit / soak pit and under ground water source. 

14) Hydraulic loading should not exceed 50 mm per day in 

leaching pit. \ 

Main advantages of Leach Pit type latrine: 

,- 
1) It is odourless as the gases produced are absorbed in the 

soil #- 

2) There are no danger of air pollution as the water seal does 

not allow the gases to go out of the pit and, as such, no gas ;% 
'. 

pipe is needed for the system. 

3) It 1s easy to construct and it also involves less tost 



. 
1 

1 

4) It requires a smal1 space and can be provided even in 

corridor, verandah or bedroom of the house 

51 It can be constructed in different soil conditions and under 

varying depths of sub-soil water table. 
5.4 _ 

6) A smal1 quantity of water is requiris to flush out the human 

waste from the pan to the leaching pits. 

7) The human excreta collected in the pit is transformed into 

manure which is used for different purposes. 

Y 
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1 YI’ICAL ESIGNS Of LATIIINCS 

. Sept Ic TanL 

f Aqua PriL) Pit 

l Square Tb pe Pit 

* Circular Tape Pit 

+ Circular Type PIC (under footpath) 
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TYPICAI. DI:SII;N Of StIPTIC TANK 
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CHAPTER : V 

COMMUNITY LATRINES 



.- a> Designti Technoloav: L 

: 

The technology that can be adopted f+- 

community latrine is of two types i.e. 1 

tank technology. Normally, for community 

the cona- ruction -f . 

technology and septic - 

latrines septlc tank 

technology is preferred as pit technology is not suitable for . 
I. 

more th~: 15 user units. Vasal, Kopargaon and Parbhani Municipal 

Councils, for their existing community latrines had adopted _ 

septic tank technology since the beginning whereas, at 

Sangamner, some of the existing latrines are stil1 dry latrines. .\ 

These dry latrines are being converted into septic type latrines 

under the low tost sanitation programme. 

,/’ 
TWó 

I 

c 

I 

c The 

types of designs are adopted 

Circular pit 

Square pit 

in pit type technology : 

designs presently used in septic tank technology are: . 

Hume pipe septic tank 

Rectantular ready-made septic tank 

Rectangular constructc' septic tank 



The size of the tank / pit for community latrines uould depend 

upon the underground space available for constructlon and the 

number of llkely users. 

bl Construction: 

Construction of community latrines is the responsibility of the 

municipal councils. Municipal Councils construct the community 

latrines at public utility places like bazaar, railway station, 

ST stand, etc. At times they also construct community latrines 

under slum improvement and slum clearance programmes. 

the public demand, municipal officials 

survey to decide the location of the community latrine and the 

number of seats to be provided in the community latrines. After 

the survey junior engineers prepare tost estimates based on 

District Schedule of Rates and the designs of the community 

latrines. The sanctions for the estimates are obtained from 

standing committee if the estimated tost is less than fifty 

thousanJ rupees and from genera1 body if it exceeds Rs.50,000/-. 

For construction werk, councils adopt the PWD system of 

execci ti CY-: After the sanction, advertisements cal?:ng for tenders 
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-- 

are given in two local newspapers and the werk LS awarded to the 

contractor based on the lowest bid. Forma1 agreement uith the 

contractor is made. After that contractor commences the work 

The contractor is expected to follow al1 the technical 

details/specifications given in the work order during the 

construction community latrines. The quality of the werk 

carried out by the contractor is checked by a Junior Engineer at 

regular intervals til1 the completion of work. 

The time taken for completing this chain of tasks i.e. right from L 
initiation to handing over of the unit to the beneficiary is 

about 10 - 12 months. 

During our visits to municipal councils, the same procedure was 

observed in al1 the four councils except that unlike Vasai, 

Kopargaon and Parbhani, the designs of community latrines at 

Sangamner were prepared by a professional architect instead of 

the Junior Engineer of the Council. 
, 

cl 
. . 

WafUnit: 

i> EitTuDeUnit: 
- 

Functioning of pit technology is very simple. Out of the tïo 

pits human excreta gets collected In one of the pits- at a time -- 



and the water used for flushing percolates through the honey- 

combed walls of the pit. When that pit gets filled up, (pan gets 

choked UP) the chamber towards that pit is closed and chamber 

towards other pit is opened to make the latrine re-functionable. 

After four to five months the human excreta in the first pit 

turns into odorless, har.:less soil i 7d it is taken out manually. 

This pit can be put i> 'ze when the other one Is filled up. In 

this way the process continues. 

However in case of aqua-privy pit only one pit is provided 

(instead of two pits) and the same has to be cleaned as and when 

it gets filled up. After cleaning the same can be used again. 

.wf ii) : Sentic Tank Unit. 

&Q& kad Cede s mm-vJ,\n 
I 

The smooth functioning of Septic Tank system requires 4 litres of 

water per use. After use, the human excreta/ night soil gets 

collected in the septic tank attached to the pan/ seat. The 

bacterial gems clean the sewer going inside the tank and only 

wer water comes out of the outlet pipe which is put into ___- " 
the open soak-pit. When the contaminated water comes out from 

the outlet, it indicates that the tank below is filled UP 

completely and requires to be cleaned The septic tank can be 

cieaned uith the b,eI~ of machine 1 e vacuum cleaner or manually 
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m 
The suction pump cleans the septic tank and collects the waste 

lnto a tanker which afterwards is unloaded at the dumping spot. 

The frequency of cleaning of septlc tank depends upon the number 

of users and the size of the tank. -\ 

- 

For b;tter fu: ,tionlng it should be cleanc: 11 at quarterly ,- 
- 

intervals. But at most of the places we \lsited, it was ,~ 
observed that the tanks are cleaned as and when they over flow. 7 

- 

dl Adesuacvnf-communitvw1 - 

The number of existing community latrines (seats) in al1 four - - 
municipal councils were found to be highly inadequate. Our 

survey revealed that nearly 70 - 75% of the persons interviewed 

felt need for a lot more additional latrines. c 



------------------------------------------ ----r_- ___-_-_--------- 

T 0 W N S 
- ----------------------------------------------- 

Particulars Vasai % Kopargaon % Sangamner % Parbhani % 
--- ---__--------------_------------------------------------------ 

Number of 
persons 
lnterviewed 

Additional 
Blc,.,~s 
required-Yes 

NO 

Reply not 
given 

Number of 
additional 
black 
required 

(1-5) 

(6-10) 

(10-15') 

(15-20) 

(20 and 
above) 

Reply not 
given 

21 20 20 38 

21 100 13 ,; - 13 65 

7 35 7 35 

10 

11 

3 4 25 

4 6 3 

3 1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

31 

1 

6 15 

2 1 

82 

3 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

As per the norms of the government one community latrine seat 

should be provided for a population of five hundred. The number 

0 f latrine seats existing Parbhani are less than the number 

based on the norms fixed by the Government 
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c 

/- 

___--_______------_------- _----------_---______________c_________ 

No.of community latrine seats 
------------------r------------- 

Town Present Existing Required Excess 
Population as per (Shortage) 

(approx. ) Govt. 
norms 

---------_-_-----^--__________________^_------------------------- 

Vasai 40,000 84 80 4 

Kopargaon 55,000 263 110 153 

Sanflpmner 75,000 231 150 81 -. 

Parbhani 2,00,000 126 400 (274) 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

1 

1 
P 
I 
- 

- 

- 

In case of Vasai, Kopargaon and Sangamner, though the number of 
- 

seats provided are more as compared to norms, it was informed to 

US that the locations of these latrines are not suitable. Also, 

the population not covered by any sanitation system is 

significantly large. 

As mentioned above, septic tank system requires sufficient amount 

of water i.e. 4 litres per use. Our survey in the four towns 

revealed that on an average 65% of the people have complained 

about the non-availability of water. The availability of water 

near the community latrines in al1 the four towns, either by way 

of stand post/ hand pump or by way of water tank provided by the 

councils, as reported in our surveys is reflected in the 

following table. 

- 
L 

- 

- 

I 

- 

1- 

I 



____------- ~-_-----__---___---_--~-------~~~~~~~~~~~------------- 
TOWNS 

__-_--------_--------~---~-~~~---~~~------ ------- 
Particulars Vasai % Kopargaon % Sangamner % Parbhanl % 
----------------------------------------------------- _____------- 

Number of 
persons 21 20 20 38 

Water 
avail- 
ability 

-2s 8 36 1 12 60 24 

NO 13 62 19 '- : c 8 40 25 66 

Not 
replied - 4 10 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

1 
2. OPERATIONSUMAINTENANCE: 

k- 

Operations and maintenance of the community latrines is handled 
/- 

<departmentally by the municipal councils. In al1 the four 

1 
7. T.! municipal councils. no outsrde agency or the residents of the 

i < 
i 

area were lnvolved in the maintenance of the community latrines. 

1 í 

1 

Present system: 

trolleys the 

1 

Every morning uith the help of tractors and water 

municipal councils fill water into the open water tanks - 

4 
constructed near the community latrines. Such tanks are 

constructed uherever the hand pumps/stand posts are not 

1 
installed. The mukadam deputes the scavengers for cleaning Cf 

B 

w 

1 

1 ,/ 



comrnunity latrine3, Daily the latrines are cieened with water 

and fortnightly, they use soaps and acid. Sanitary Inspectors 

alSO visit the community latrines to inspect the cleanliness of 

the black and the availability of water. The cleaning is done 

twice-a-day i.e. in the early morning end in the afternoon. 

Apart from cleaning, municipal counc als0 carry out minor or 

major repairs to the communíty latrines. Minor repairs are 

carried out by CIvil/PWD department under the supervision of 

Overseer/ Junior Engineer, whereas major repairs are done after 

calling for tenders and awarding the work to the contractor. 

Municipal councils do not maintain any records on following 0 8t M 

matters: 

Number of choke-ups 

Major repairs carried out and their tost 

Cost of maintenance 

Cleaning of septic tank - periodicity and timing 

Water allotment at various blocks 

Writtenjverbal complaints received from the users, etc. 

Due to non-availabillty of records, information as regards 

effectiveness and efficiency and amount spent on maintenance 

coulà nat be collected by US. 



*c. -give beloy the heus of users 
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-. . * ! 3. / 

2 
or? maantenance which were 

J collected by US in our surveys L. 

--------------------------------- ------__-_______---------------- 

TOWNS 
---------_-----_e_ ----------___------------------ 

Particulari Vasai % .<opargaor A Sangamner % Parbhani % 
----------m _------------------------------------------ ---mm--- 

Number of 
persons 
surveyed 21 20 

Choke ups 21 100 19 

NO Ele- 
ctricity 21 100 20 

Unclean 21 100 20 

broken pans 9 43 12 

NO Water 12 57 20 

Poorly 
maintained 15 71 14 

20 38 

95 14 70 26 68 

100 20 100 33 87 

100 16 80 28 74 

60 - - 10 26 

100 10 50 26 68 

70 10 50 19 50 

---------------------------------------- __-___---___------------- 

Our observations and suggestions are given below: 

,w Average percentage of the respondents reporting frequent 

'f-choke ups is 80%. i The reasons for choke ups are : 

throwing stones into the pan 

lnsufficient use of water 

septic tank 1s over-flowlng 
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The municipal officials should take initiative to induce the 

people for proper use of the latrines. Stickers giving 

information regarding the proper use of latrines like amount of 

water to be used .etc., may be pasted on the ualls/ doors of the 

latrines. Hunicipal officials should also ensure the frequent 

and timely cleaning of septic tank so as to avoid frequent choke 

ups. 

2. In Vasai, Kopargaon and Sangamner, nowhere in the community 

latrines electricity is provided. On an average 97% of the 

community latrines have not been provided with electricity. The 

reason given for this is that bulbs are stolen frequently. 

Though it may be a fact, it cannot be the reason for not 

providing electricity 

It was observed that many people use community latrine facility 

in the morning but at night because of no lighting they prefer 

to use the open land or a street side for the purpose. On 

account of this, the human excreta spread on the road has to be 

cleaned only by the scavengers and as such the main aim of the 

low tost sanitation programme of avoiding human contact with 

human excreta and abolishing scavenging is defeated. 

- 



1 IP 

To avoid this vicieus trap, it is necessary to provlde 

electricity to each black and 5ome protective measures should be 

taken so that the bulbs would nat te stolen i e. wire net or cage 

may be fixed around the bulb and it should be locked by the 

municipal officials. 

3. Unclean latrines also compel the user La- Jse places other 

than the latrines. As per survey, on an ; :rage 86% of the 

people interviewed, found the toilets unclean. As explained in 

the above para, this aspect may also lead to same consequences. 

; The municipal officials including Mukadams and Sanitary 
8. 

1 
Inspectors should frequently supervise/ inspect the uork done by 

; 
* sweepers. The sweepers should be given proper directions. Soap 

and i other chemicals should be used daily to keep the toilets 

clean. 

L 

4. The blocks where the rush is quite heavy, the frequency of 

cleaning blocks should be more than twice-a-day. As a result, 

clean toilets aould induce the people to develop a habit of 

using community latrines rather 

5. In our survey of community 

than using any other place. 

latrines, broken pans were found 

in 42% of the cases. These broken pans should be immediately 

replaced. The sanitary Inspector/ flukadam should not overlook 

this factor at the time of inspection i site visits. 
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6) For cornmunity latrines, septic technology *is suitable hut it 

needs sufficient amount of water to te poured after every use 

The shortage of water adversely affects the functioning of the 

septic tank. It is therefore the responsibility of the council 

to provide sufficient quantity of water to each black 

Esp .ly where ‘ne rush more, the municlpal council ( eep 

open .ter tanks near the blocks filled up twice-a-day. Wr,, -ever 

possible the standsost/handpump should be made available near the 

toilet black. 

7) QLkr Qb-rvatbrxs 

NO doors (especially in Sangamner for ladies toilets) 

Sitting arrangement is not proper 

Septic tanks are overflowing and not cleaned 

Some cases were noticed where the doors are not provided at al1 

in the original construction plan. This is a serious thing as 

far as community latrines for women are concerned. Junior 

Engineers and professional architects who are appointed for 

designing of communlty latrine should take into consideration, 

the need of the door and necessary provision must be made in 

design of the community latrines. Wherever sitting arrangement is 

found to be unsuitable. sanltary inspectors should issue proper 

instructions to the civil department so that necessary repsir Is 

- 

cErried out immedlatel> 

e 



:lr, . 
I- 

Overflowing of septic tank, may lead to serious health problrms 
1 

_ in the surrounding area as it leads to spreading of epidemics and 
. c . 

I 
growth of mosquitoes. Sanitary Inspectors during their site 

$82 visits should ensure that none of the septlc tanks in the city is 

1 
4 ,*, : overflowing. tanks / They should also ensure that al1 the septic 

R 
in the city are cleaned p+ regular in+.ervals. 

c _ 

R 
3.COSTQEADMINISTRATION 

Cost of administration in case of community latrine includes 

Unit tost i.e. tost of construction, 

Cost incurred on service and maintenance and 

Operating costs 

R AS worked out by Sangamner municipal council, estimated tost of 

: 
I 

conversion for different sizes of septic tank latrines is as 

under 

No. of users Estimated tost 
--------__-- -------------- 

RS. 
Six 3277 

Ten 3546 

Fifteen 4302 

1 
s 
e 



The estimated tost includes 

Cost of site cleaning, 

Cost of dismantling of dry latrines' 

Cost of hume pipe septic tank (ready made), - 

Cost of fibre glass pan and its fixing, - 

Cost of providing S.V. nipe, 

Cost of providing an' nstructing masonry chambers. 

Cost of extra carriage of material in narrow lane, etc. 

- 

- 

The unit tost of the community latrines, where number of users - 

are more would be different. In case of community latrines where 

the number of users may be more than 30, ready made septic tanks 
.- 

i.e. hume pipe septic tanks cannot te installed. Bigger capacity - 

septic tanks are required to be constructed at the site. 

The unit tost of such community latrines can be ascertained from - 
the recent contract3 given by the Sangamner municipal council. - 

---------------------------------------------------------- _---e- - 
Place No. of seats Total tost of 

the contract 
- 

----------------_------------------------------------------------ 

Near ST. stand 
Rs. 

15 66350 

At Chavanpura 30 91099 

Near Delhi Naka 15 69600 
--- __---- 
60 227649 

--- -- --v- 

AT2erage tost per- unit 3784 

---_--------mm ____---mm-- -we- _--- 
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The estimated tost include : . 

Cost of escavation for foundation i.e. ,for septic tank, 

drainage, inspection chamber, 

Cost of filling top stones and cement concrete In the 

foundation, 

-;;t of steel , 

:Jst of cement plastering, 

Cost of brick work, 

Cost of S.W.G. pipe and glazed stone wire pipe, 

Cost of manhole cover, 

Cost of providing and fixing corrugated galvanized 

iron sheets, etc. 

VnndSCost: 

The statement showing operating and maintenance tost per month at 

three municipal councils is shown below . It may be noted that 

this data was not made available to US at Kopargaon. 

--------------_----------------------------------- 

Name of the Vasai Sangamner Parbhani 
town 

--------------_----------------------------------- 
No. of seats 84 231 126 
in Community 
Latrines 

---------------_---_-------------------------- mw--- 
Expenditure 
----------- 
Zalary/ 7000 9000 29900 
Wages 

Supervision 3000 3230 19500 

Repairs 
(minorj 

1 



c 

---------------------------------------------------- 
Sangamner Parbhani Name of the Vasai 

toun 
-------_L-_----_---___ . -----------------___--------- - 

Sanitation 2000 
material 

Interest 

Water 

Electr'i.+y - 

Others 1250 
-----mm_ _---__-__- ____ 

Total 14250 

3000 2000 

- 

20100 54500 - 

--------------------________^___________---------- -Sm-- ----- 

Per unit tost 170 87 437 

salaries and wages include the remuneration paid to 

scavengers/sueepers 

Supervision includes the remuneration paid to mukadams and 

sanitary inspectors 

Minor repairs include changing of pan, replacing doors, 

minor masonry work etc. 

sanitary material includes tost of soaps, acids, buckets, 

brooms etc. 

Water. Interest and Eiectricity tost could not be 

ascertained by the council. 
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At Parbhani the tost of operations and maintenance 15 

exceptionally high because Parbhani Municipal Council does not 

provide scavenging services for private latrines and al1 the 23 

scavengers are employed for cleaning of community latrines and 

supervision 1s done by 4 sanitary inspectors and 4 mukadams. 

Income From services L 

In none of the municipal councils pay-and-use system 1s adopted, 

therefore income from such services is nil. Marginal Income is 

generated through rent for hoardings Put above the 

community latrine blocks, especially at public places. The data 

relating to such revenue has not been provided to US. Als0 

little income is generated through sale of manure. 

In short, in the absente of any significant revenue, the entire 

tost of operations and maintenance is borne by the councils out 

of their own funds. 

4. BE-- 

Before we actually shift to the utilisation aspect of community 

latrines, lt is essential to take note of the available 

community latrine facilities in al1 the four municipi- councils 



A statement showing the nurnter of cornmunity latrines and urinals 

available: 

-------------------_------------- -------_________---------------- 

Name of Town Number of Number of Total 
Toilet Urinals 
seats 

--. ------------------------------------------ ---------- me----- 

Vasai 84 84 

Kopargaon 263 80 343 

Sangamner 231 60 291 

Parbhani 126 104 230 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

During our visits it was found that the condition of the 

community latrines in Parbhsni is far from satisfactory. It can 

be concluded that nearly 50% of the latrines are not in working 

condition and abandoned by the users in the town. 

We carried out the survey to know the utilization aspect of 

community latrines. The number of persons interviewed and their 

sex-wise and age-wise analysis is given on the next page: 
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------------------------ __---___-----__----------- ___----- _------ 

TOWNS 

Particulars Vasai % Kopargaon % Sangamner % Parbhani % 
---__-___---________---------------------------------- ---me------ 

Number of 
persons 
surveyed 21 

Male 13 

Female 8 

Age(15-25) 7 

(26-35) 5 

(36-45) 5 

45 and above 4 

20 

62 17 85 

38 3 15 

33 6 30 

24 7 35 

24 7 35 

19 

--------------------------------e------ 

20 

7 

13 

4 

4 

9 

3 

---- 

As regards the utilization of community latrines we have 

.- 

38 

35 23 63 

65 15 39 

20 9 24 

20 12 32 

45 8 20 

25 9 24 

_-______-____---mm- 

bifurcated the information collected under four main heads, i.e.: 

Number of users 

Type of users 

Type of facility used 

Time at which facility used 
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NumberQiUsers: 

A statement showing the number of users as a percentage of the 

total F-I ation: - 

--___--- ------------------------------------- ___------me----- - 

Town Population Number of Percentage 
Users 

------------------------------------------------------------ ----- 

Vasai 40,000 5,000 12.5 

Kopargaon 55,000 8,000 14.5 

Sangamner 75,000 30,000 40 

Parbhani 2,00,000 18,000 9 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Population figures are not as per the 1981 census but it is an 

approximation as given by municipal officials of the present 

population. Number of users is also an approxiroation as 

- 

- 

- 

1 stated by municipal officials. 
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-~~-~_~~--_-~--_--__~--~~-~~~-~~~--~--~-~~~~-~-~~-~~-~-~~~-~~~~~~ 
TOWNS 

_--_-_------------------- -_-------_ -----_--- - 
Particulúrs Vasai % Kopargaon % SC F .=oner % Parbhani % 
----------------------------------------- ____--_-_--__-____----- 

Number of 
persons 
surveyed 21 

Regular 20 95 

Semi-regular 1 .5 

Passers 

Reply not 
given 

.-. 

20 20 38 

12 60 10 50 29 76 

6 30 9 45 4 11 

2 10 1 5 

5 13 

-----------_-_______----------- ---- 

It can be observed that the percentage of semi-regular users in 

Kopargaon and Sangamner is relatively on a higher side. This is 

mainly because most of them are the owners of the shops and they 

do not reside in that area. 
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lkr2!kQffacilitvused. 
. 

The statement showing type of facility used and availability of 

same facility in their houses: 

---- ------------------------------------------------------------- 

TOWNS 
-----_--mm----- ----------- -______-_------------ 

Particulars Vasai % KOF >n % Sangamner % r'arbhani % 
---------------------------- ---------_--_-_-_---------------- 

Number of 
persons 
surveyed 21 20 

(a)Facilitv 

Latrine only 18 86 10 

Urinal only 1 5 2 

Using both 2 9 8 

Reply not 
given 

(b)Facilitv 
availablein 
heuse: 

Yes 4* 

NO 21 100 16 

50 

10 

40 

19 95 26 68 

1 5 8 21 

4 11 

20 - 

80 20 100 38 100 

20 38 - 

---------------------------------------------------------- mm----- 

* The persons interviewed are passers-by. 

In most of the cases it uas found that urinal facility is 

aval,able in the houses (in the form of bathrooms only) and 

these who use community latrines do not have a latrine in thelr 

1 , s ,a -' " :' 
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The statement showlng analysis of time at uhich the community 

latrines are used: 

Particulars Vasai ': Kopargaon % Sangamner % Parbhanl % 
--__---_----_------- - ----------------we- --_------------_-_-_- 

Yumber of 
persons 
surveyed 

Usage' 

21 20 20 38 

tlorning 15 71 
(6AM to 10PM) 

Afternoon 9 43 
(10AM to 5PM) 

Evening 6 29 
(5PM to 8PM) 

Night 1 5 
(After 8PM) 

15 75 16 80 28 74 

8 40 7 35 5 13 

8 40 5 25 11 29 

1 5 1 5 8 21 

-es- ------------------------------------------------------------- 

It can be observed that the number of persons using community 

latrine at night is very small. This is mainly because lights 

have not been provided in the community latrines. This may als0 

be because of inconvenient location of the community latrines, 

i.e. in some cases it was found that the community latrines are 

away from the houses and therefore the users prefer to use open 

land or street slde at the nigY,t time. 
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4s 
\ A statement shouing convenience or othcrwise of ,the location of 

i /' 
; L community latrines : I 

. . 
. v 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

TOWNS 
3 ------------------_------------------------------ 

_- Particulars Vasai % Kopargaon % Sangamner % Parbhani % 
Da---__- --------_-___------------------------------.----------.-- 

Number of 
persons 
surveyed 21 

Yes 17 81 

NO 4 19 

Not using 

----------------------------- 

20 

15 

5 

--- -- 

75 

25 

--- --. 

20 38 

11 55 27 71 

9 45 7 18 

4 11 

------_---_-___-_-------- 

Though most of the surveyed persons expressed that the locations 

of community latrines are convenient, many of them reside far 

away from the latrines. The main reason for this reaction is 

that they do not have to face the foul odour arising out of the 

community latrines. 

1. The main reasons for using street sides and open land 

instead of community latrines is the inadequacy of community 

latrines seats and lack of cleanliness. The municipal officials 

should carry out a survey assessing the demand for communit:' 
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latrine5 and accordingly sufflclrnt numbers of seats should bt 

constructed. Cleanliness of the communlty latrine5 should be 

continuously checked by Mukadams and Ssnitary Inspectors 

Accordingly, proper instructions should be issued to 

Sweepers/Scavengers. 

r We recorr-oend tha che community latrines should .,-- provided 

.' linly for passers-by and not so much for the resider.bs of the 

area. In future, the responsibility for construction of new 

community latrines and its maintenance should not be laid on the 

municipal councils. The following procedure may be adopted to 

mske the above mentioned idea practicable. 

1) Allotment of existing community latrines in residential area 

to the residents in the follouing manner : 

To divide and allot the existing community latrines to the 

existing families/houses. Say one seat for 5 families. 

To shift the responsibility of maintaining those latrines 

from municipal councils to the families using it. 

To ask the families to keep their latrines under lock and 

key so as to avoid misuse. 
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ii) For the newly developing residential areas, where people 

cannot afford to have their own latrine, construction permission 

to build a house should be given only after they agree to 

construct or to share the tost of construction of community 

latrines. The responsíbility of rwintaining these newly 

coÁst&cted community ines would rest with the residents 

only. These latrines wil1 have to be kept under lock and key. 

iii) Construction tost of community latrines at public places 

like bazaars would be recovered from the shop ouners; whereas 

community latrines at railway stations, ST. stands should be 

constructed at the tost of respective service organisation. The 

community latrines at places other than above should be 

constructed out of municipal councils resources. 

Private contractors should be appointed to run and maintain the 

community latrines. Contractors should be allowed to run the 

community latrine on pay and use basis. In addition to daily 

collection, especially where daily collection is not sufficient 

to meet the standard maintenance norms, the contractors may be 

allowed to display advertisements on the top of the 

latrine or any other place and the standard 'rent may be 

community 

recovered 

from hlm 
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Minimum maintenance norms, for the contractors and resident5 

should be fixed by the councils. Periodical inspection should be 

carried out by the municipal officials to check whether the same 

have been followed. 

3. It is recommended that 9 . the commLnity lat-ines (other 

than those used exclusively by zsidents) should be compulsorily 

manned by attendants. These whole-time attendants uould ensure 

the following : 

Proper use of latrine 

Adequate water usage 

Collection 

Immediate attending to repairs 

Cleanliness 

Maintenance of the property. 

Without the attendants, the community latrines would deteriorate 

and the investment would eventually be lost. 

4. One of the main reasons for non-functioning of community 

latrines is the inadequate use of water. Sufficient water 

should be made available near the community latrines Under 

this proJect hand pump, standpost etc. can be installed, overhead 
- 

tanks, uells e; may be constructed. 
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5. Electricity should be provided in c0mmunit.y latrines. Bulbs 
" 

should be put up in each black or betueen two latrines. Because 

of such facility, people would start using community latrines at 

night and use of open land and street sides would be curtailed. 

6. At some places' lnadequacy of community latrines is fel: 

Jecause of non availability of adequate Pl&. for the 

construction of the same: We provide two alternatives to solve 

this problem. 

To acquire required land from the land owner after paying 

sufficient compensation and to construct community latrines on 

such acquired land. 

To provide mobile community latrines. 

7. Another reason for non-functioning of community latrine is 

the improper use by the users. People are also not aware about 

advantages of cleanliness. Jt is necessary to make some efforts 

to educate the people about the proper use of the latrines, which 

would help them to keep the latrines clean and maintained. 

Following measures can be taken to educate the people. 

To paint the instructions on the wall. 

To affix stickers giving the information about hou to use 

the community latrines. 
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To hold the public meetings to keep tt15 people informed 

about the aclvantages of the cleanliness. 

To display the informative hoardings at crowded places like 

bazaar, railway stations etc. 

8. Instes:l -r‘ using community latrines, people use 

a side of a street where scavenger service is required 

to be given. To restrain such type of use, stalls may be 

laid down along the side of the street. 

9. Sometimes septic tanks overflow uith the result that the 

approach road to the latrines becomes unusable and the 

surrounding area becomes dirty. Sanitary inspectors should take 

initiative to clean the septic tanks of community latrines on 

regular intervals so that these do not overf low . The records of 

such cleening of septic tank should also be maintained to 

facilitate regular monitoring. 

10. It was observed at Sangamner that the plan did not include 

the doors for the community latrines, especially where latrines 

are constructed for ladies. Care should henceforth be taken to 

provide the dol rs. 

8 

8 

8 

8 
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ll. Adequate financial provision should be made in the budget to 

facilitate the purchase of required cleanini machinery such as 

tanker, pump and pipes etc. so that cleaning of septic tanks wil1 - 

not be held up because of lack of machinery and funds. 

- 

- 

8 



CHAPTER : V1 

NGO’S ROLE IN TK FIELD OF 

LOW COST SANITATION 
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Non Government Organisations (NGO) are playing an important role 

in providing sanitation services in the country. They are al;f? 

contributing their efforts in the implementation of Low Cost 

Sanitation Programme formula by the Government of India. NGOs 

have developed their own technology in 'pit' as wel1 as in 

'septic tank' sanitation units. At many places in Maharashtra, 

Municipal Councils have appointed NGOs for conversion 

of private individual dry latrines into pour-flush latrines. 

NGOs also construct and run public convenience system on pay and 

use basis. The main objectives of NGOs in the field of Low Cost 

Sanitation and for upliftment of scavengers are as fellows : 

To educate people about individual sanitation system and to - 

impart training for construction of such facilities. 

To undertake construction work of upgrading the existing 

public convenience complexes and to help local bodies in 

strengthening their sanitation and environmental programmes. 

To maintain community convenience complexes of local 

authorities on 'PA1 and USE- basis. 
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To help the authorities in rehabilitating scavengers by 

imparting proper training for self employment schemes of 

the Government and semi-Government bodies under protection of the 

Civil Rights Act, 1955. 

To plan and arrange for imp-rting practica1 training to 

the masons, Government employees, public servants, citizens and 

villagers in various sanitation and related projects. 

To assist municipal bodies, corporations and other 

connected organisations al1 over the country in abolishing the 

system of service latrines and installation of lOU tost 

sanitation units. 

To carry on research in the field of sanitation, bjo-gas and 

various allied subjects. 

To try and find out practica1 solution to problems like 

those of public health, manure, food, economie problems of 

scavengers and their employment etc. 

To arrange demonstration-cum-training camps for agricultural 

output with the help of manure produced from pit/septic latrines. 



To manufacture materials for lou tost-sanitation such as 

waterseal, pan etc. and to supply them to contractors on -NO 

profit NO 10s~' basis. 

To construct demonstration unit on contract basis . 

To r nder CO-, Jeration and help to get the rnment 1oa.s 

and grdnts for Bhangi Mukti programme. 

To construct low tost houses for sanitary uorkers and to 

make efforts to improve their living conditions. 

To ensure jobs to those scavengers who have been relieved 

from the course of cleaning service latrines and arrange for 

their vocational training. 

To construct hostels with Government assistance and to open 

schools in different towns for the education of down trodden and 

to arrange their training in Spinning, Weaving, Sewing, 

Embroidery, Typing and various other vocations so that they may 

stand on their feet and earn livelihood. 

To draw plans for al1 round development of people of tribal 

areas, bhangis and harijans and its implementation 

To do the work of slum improvement, to arrange 

rehabilitatlon of ueaker sections of the people and uork 

connected ulth slum clearance anà envlronmental sanitation 
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To help various local bodies to improve, personal hygiene. 

community health, social uplift and economie uell-being. 

At present in Maharashtra, two NGOs are working in the field of 

low tost sanitation. They are : 

Sulabh International and 
,-- . 

/I - 
i 

> 

National Sanitation Impro:.2‘nent and Bhangi Mukti 

(NASEB), knonn as NASA Foundation. 

He have studled the background and functions of above 

NGOs in the field of Low Cost Sanitation. These are 

under the following heads. 

1. Background of the organisation 

2. Project Management and Execution 

3. Technology adopted for conversion of dry latrines 

Flush Latrines and research activities 

of low tost sanitation. 

4. Financing pattern for the projects. 

undertaken in the field 

Foundation 

mentioned 

classified 

into Pour- 

5. Hindrances faced by NGOs in project implementation and in 

running of community convenience systems. 

6. Work done for upliftment and rehabilitation of the 

scavengers. 
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1. -titiOrganisation, 

Sulabh International is a non profit making organisation 

registered under the Registration of Societies Act, 1960. It has 

been set up under the chairmanship of Dr.Bindeshwar Pathak, a 

distinguished expert in the field of urban sanitation. Sulabh 

ternationt has it- head office at Patna.and its . - zhes are / = 

--read al1 over India. ‘ 

Since its inception, Sulabh has converted 4,44,799 dry latrines 

into pour flush latrines and has‘also constructed 2037 community 

convenience complexes in nearly 532 towns in 20 states of India. 

Apart from this, it has also carried out some similar projects in r 
Sri Lanka. It is reported that Sulabh International's annual 

turnover exceeds Rs.10 crores and provides employment to nearly 

15000 direct and indirect workers without putting anJ' burden on 

Government. 

The present organisational set up of the branch in Maharashtra is 

given below : 
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EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN, BRANCH 

SECRETARY 
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I I 
1 I 

: 
I 
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EXECUTIVE ENGINEER ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 
: 

I 
I 

---_--------_- 
I 

: 
1 I 
I I 

ASSISTANT JUNIOR CHIEF PROGRAMME 
ENGINEER ENGINEER OFFICER 

PROGRAMM; OFFICBR 
I 

VIGILANCÉ OFFICER 

LIAISONiOFFICER 
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National Sanitation Improvement and Bhangi Hukti Foundation ' 
1 

(NASA) is registered under the Bombay Public Trusts Act and c- 

Registration of Societies Act 1960. It has been set up under the i 

chairmanship of Shri.Iswarbhai Patel, a wel1 known social worker 

and a leader in the field of 
a 

low tost sanitattrn. NASA's head 
< - 

office is at Ahmedabad, Gujarat and its bl-! ies are in the * c 
I 

States of Haharashtra and Karnataka. Since inception, NASA has - 

converted over 1,80,000 dry latrines int.0 peur flush latrines in 

the State of Gujarat and about 568 in the state of Maharashtra, - 

and has also constructed seven community conveniences complexes 1 
dk 

in the state of Maharashtra. I 

The present set up of the branch in Bombay for Maharashtra State 

is given below: 

1 
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

SECRËTALY 
: 

FJHANCIA; ADVISOR 
I 
I 
I 
I 

----------------^-_----------------------- 

I L 
1 , 

: 1 

ACCO!JNTANT ARCHITECT 

I 
ENGINEER I 

SITE EiGINEER 

SUPEh’ISOR 
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2. Proif=fi ManaRement & Execution 

, 

The liaison officer visits various councils, corporations and 

organisations, wherever work is to be carried out and provides 
. . 

necesszmy information regardi-ng the t) f- bbs car ,ied out by 

Sulabh International. If, the con .rned'- organisation is 

interested, the Assistant Engineer from Sulabh visits the 

= 

town/place for the purpose of soil testing and assessing the 

availability of sanitation material and labour in the local 

market etc. Based on the report submitted by the Assistant 

Engineer, Junior Engineer prepares a design and a statement of 

estimates under the guidance of the Executive Engineer. These 

T 

#- 

* 

estimates are submitted to the local bodies for approval. After 

the approval, a forma1 agreement is made. At the time of 
- 

commencement of work generally a pictorial demonstration of the 

unit, along with video tapes, etc., is shoun to the 

beneficiaries to make them conversant with the working of the new 

system. A team consisting of Chief Programme Officer, Programme 

Officer, Vigilante Officer, Masons and other skilled workers, is 
C 

sent to the project place and work is carried out by appointing 

local labour. After completion, the unit is handed over to 

beneficiaries along uith the 5 years guirantee card (30 years' 

guarantee 1s given In case Jf community latrines). 

. T ---.-_--- - - - --. -- ---- 
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On receipt of complaints from beneficiaries/ councils, the 

Administrative Officer or Vice-Chairman informs Chief Programme 

Officer, who in turn sends Vigilante Officer for inspection of 

the defective unit. Depending upon the nature of defect, a 

suitable team is sent for rectification. In case of community 

complexes, rw n pay and use basis, workers deputed at the site 

carry out the maintenance work. Sulabh does not pay any rent to 

municipal councils and the maintenance expenses are met from the 

user charges collected. 

Almost identical procedure is followed by NASA for the purpose of 

conversion of dry latrine in to pour flush latrine and for 

running and maintenance of community convenience complexes. The 

guarantee given for individual latrines and community convenience 

complexes is also identical i.e. 5 years for individual latrine 

and 30 years for community convenience complexes. 

Technologies adopted by both the NGOs are the same. NGOs use 

pit technology for individual dry latrine conversion and septic 

technology for community latrines. Though the technology used 
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for latrines is same, the designs Jeveloped by Sulabh 

International and NASA Foundation are different. Sulabh has 

developed at least eleven designs under pit type technology, 

suitable for various income categories. Similarly, NASA has 

developed five designs. Continuous research is undertaken at 

Sulabh Institute, of Applied Research, Patna to develop the 

1 C designs to increa:;' ' tts utilitl and r-,Juce the tost of 

construction. 'Specia. group called 'Technical Advisory Group' 

(TAG) is 'formed to carry out continuous research activity at the 

institute. The research 

Lm 

regarding bio-gas plant is als0 

undertaken by TAG at this Institute. 

4. W Pattezn fpr Project 

Financing patterns adopted by both the Non Government 

organisations i.e. Sulabh International and NASA Foundation, are 

identical. NGOs prepare the tost estimates depending upon the 

design approved by the clients. These estimates are prepared on 

the basis of District Schedule Rates (DSR) applicable to the 

project area. NGOs charge 20 percent over and above the direct 

tost so estimated, by way of administration charges. 

The financing pattern for the project is as follows : 

50 percent of the estimated tost (including 20 percent 

administration charges) at the time of signing the Agreement. 

I 
I 

. r 1 
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Next 40 percent of total tost is taken after 40 percent 

completion of total uork. a 

Remaining 10 percent, in case of Sulabh International is 

payable on 80 percent completion of the total work uhere as in 

case of NASA Foundation it is payable on completion of the total 

work. NGOs do not avail of any bank finance fox implementation of 

t.re project. 

Apart from above, as per agreement, NGOs also reserve their right 

to charge for price/rate differente in case of sudden rise in the 

prices of raw materials. 

Apart from projects undertaken, NGOs also run training 

institutions. Sulabh runs an institution uhich is sponsored bY 

Department of Social Welfare, Government of India. The 

institution run by NASA Foundation of Ahmedabad is sponsored by 

UNICEF, W.H.O. and Government of India. 

the following in 

prbject implementation. 

Sometimes the land or soil available for the construction of 

I pit type latrines is not suitable. Black cotton 

l period becomes very hard and the water which 

seep 

: 

through the honey-comb wal1 does not seep 

case they have to zake some amendments to the 

soil after some 

15 required to 

out. In such a 

design, uhich 



lncreases the tost of construction Another example is that, in 

some cases there is uater content in the soil, which puts 

pressure on the pit walls resulting in collapsing of the pit. In 

such a case they have to put additional concreting so as to 

strengthen the pit ualls, which - zain incr ases the tost. 

Councils/ Beneficiärses do not ;:; ly share this additional 

burden. 

Space available for construction, sometimes is so smal1 that 

it is very difficult to construct pits/ tanks in such places. 

They have to alter the designs of the pit so as to maintain the 

required capacity. Sometimes pit is constructed just below the 

pan (Aqua - Privy Pit System). 

Sometimes the place avallable for construction is so unclean 

and unapproachable that the locally hired labour refuses to work 

in that environment. In such cases they have to pay them some 

additional remuneration to get the work done. 

In some cities, NGOs came across a shortage of skilled and 

unskilled labour, especially where other job opportunities are 

available to daily paid workers. Local labour prefer to accept 

some work other than construction of latrines. In such cases, 

labour from other Statez is called for at higher uages. which 

aga:n puts burden on the !;Gr)s. 
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f - It was reported by NGOs that the disputes over sites and 

: 
! 6 

8 

: tost between the tenants and landlords cause hlndrances In their 
i 1 implementatlon. 'As the local council cannot take immediate 

1 3 
*i ; 

,action in such matters, the work is delayed. 

/ i- _. 1 I 
Sometimes beneflciaries do not co-operate with t.he HGOs for 

[the final selection of sites where the ementation is rewired 

I to be carried out. 
Ì . - _ -- 
\ ,6T- UDliftmentandRehabilitationpfScauenaersI \ 
\ -.- ._ ̂ ___ / 

At presZÏX7 -~ïa~Internatiòñal ruñs-an -institute at Jambul 

village near Ambarnath, Bombay, which gives training in various 

trades to the scavengers. This institute is run on behalf of 

Mahatma Phule Backward Class Development Corporation Limited and 

is sponsored by the Department of Social Welfare, Government of 

India. 

The present capacity of this institute is five hundred trainees 

at a time. The trainees are offered acconuoodation and boarding 

facility free of tost. The scavengers are given training as per 

their aptitude/liking. Al1 courses available in this institute 

are of one year period. The training is given in the following 

trades. 

Masonry, 

Carpentry, 

Electrician, 



Plumbing, c 

Tailoring, 

Book binding,. 

Motor mechanic and 

TV/VCR repairing 

The Chaii ':J and foun\der member of NASA Foundation is th 

Principal of the Sanitation Institute of Ahmedabad. This, 

institute is sponsored by UNICEF, W.H.O. and Government of India. 

*-. 

i - 

.- One of the objectives of this institute is to train sweepers and 

scavengers. 

/ 

In summary, the NGOs assist Government by implementing their h 

programme, develop social awareness, provide services of I 

conversion, maintenance of latrines, educate the people by 

running training institutes or by way of demonstration, provide 

new avenues of employment to scavengers/ sweepers and down 

trodden etc. by imparting vocational guidance, run research 

institute for upgrading the systems etc. The overall role played 

by the NGOs is thus vita1 and is of immense support to both the 

community and the government. 

I 

I 

- 
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CHAPTER : Vl! 

ABOLITION OF SCAVENGING 

AND 

REHABILITATION OF SCAVENGERS 
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SYSTEtl: 

In Mohanjodaro and Harappan Civilisations in ancient times Storm 

Water Drains vere in existente but there is no information - 

available Sanitation and Sewer Systems. In Roman , 

Civilisation, Science with regards to construction of palaces, 

houses, etc. was of the highest leve1 of architecture. But there 1 

are no details available about the in-house sanitation 

facilities, sewerage system etc. European countries developed ú 

fast due to industrialisation without getting adequate support of ' 

proper disposal system for storm water and sewer. As per - 

historica1 research, the first system of drain and sewer uas r 

constructed in 14th Century in Europe. 

In ancient India nhat type of system was followed for sanitation, i 

sewer collection and disposal is not knoun. Research findings 

show that during Mogul rule over India, the basket type latrine 

system was introduced. Islam Religion does not permit the ladies 

to move freely and have to wear "Burkha". For these ladies 

"Basket type latrines" uere constructed and the prisoners/ low ' 

tast community persons were forced into scavenging. In India, at 

that time, the scavenging work used to be given as a matter o- f I 

punishment to the culprlts/ lau breakers. Subsequently, over the r 

years this bscame tbe s>-cterr. 
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In the 18th and 19th Century, when British ruled India, they 

followed the system of sewer collection and disposal through 

scavengers. Due to growth in population, the scavenging system 

increased multi-fold in al1 the semi-urban and urban parts of 

India. I. 

Bombay being a natura1 port, Britishers gave more attention to 

improve the infrastructural facilities. The developments were 

made in al1 respect except sanitation. Due to this, epidemics 

used to kil1 thousands of people every year. To overcome such 

situations, British Authorities formed Board of Conservancy in 

the year 1845 and prepared guidelines for cleanliness, 

sanitation, sewer, etc. This work of sanitation was allotted to 

private contractors who were known as "Halalkhor" As these 

private contractors were not giving proper services, the work of 

sanitation was handed over to the then tIunlcipa1 Council of 

Bombay in the year 1864-65. This sanitation work was divided in 

two parts : 

Cleaning and Sweeping of Roads, Gutters (done by Sweepers) 

Cleaning of Latrines (done by Scavengers) 

Jt is observed that both the category of uorkets are knoun as 

"Bhangi". The sweepers consider themselves as superior to the 

Scavengers 
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In the State of Maharashtra a majority of the aweepers/scavengers 

are from the taste known as "Mahar". These scavengers migrated 

from other States mainly from Uttar Pradesh, Blhar and Gujarat. 

It is also reported that this category of Scavengers developed 

when the sla-J-.; rere tradec between +ó40 regions. 

Scavengers belong to Hindu, Muslim, Sikh, etc. religions. There 

are different taste' sub-castes, viz. Dhed, Meghaval, Mayavanshi, 

Vankar, Walmiki, Chambhar, Khalap, Lalbegi. Shaikh, Malkana, etc. 

As per their taste systems they can change their taste as wel1 as 

religion. Even if they change their religion, the sub-taste 

remains the same. Due to taste system they are supposed to do 

only limited type of work, i.e. sweeping and scavenging, making 

of baskets, drum beating, etc. In certain cities/ vlllages they 

also work as farm labourers or weavers of hand made-clothes. The 

nature of work, the sweepers or scavengers can do or are allowed 

to do by-the society depends on their taste, where they stay' and 

the system of the village/ city. The sweepers/ scavengers arc 

treated as untouchables by the society as a uhole. The standard 

of living, health, education, personality,etc. depend upon their 

taste. 



The Scavengers migrated from their own state to ether states 

mainly due to following reasons: 

Drought 

Epidemie 

War 

Caste system 

Land Lord (Zamindar) system 

Indu:,trialisation. etc. 

1 Due to the above reasons the communities were forced to leave 

thelr place and shifted to different cities/ villages. In new 
c 

I 
cities/ towns, some of them were able to get jobs, which they 

I were not carrying out earlier. Houever a majority of them were 

unable to get jobs of proper nature. To earn a livelihood they 

I preferred sweeping job as it was remunerative compared to aw 

E other available job. 

In the year 1864 some of the municipal councils were spending 

more than 80% of their income on sanitation. For example, the I 
1 
1 
1 
c 
I 
1 
t 
1 

wage structure of Nasik Hunicipal Council in the year 1864 for 

sanitation was as fellows: 

Cat-xx 

Sanitary Inspector/ 
Hedical Officer 

Sneeper - Hukadam 15/- 

Sweeper 10/- 

Szavengers 15/- 

8/- 

Cârt IGttr-ndir.3 17/- 
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The above table hlghlights that higher wages‘attracted a fair 

number of unemployed and migrated communities towards this work 

initially. 

Uptr the year 1891 Scavenging work was carric' ut only at night / 

which was changed to early morning subsequen , In the year 1934 

the timings were fixed and now the work starts at 6.00 a.m. The 

Government of India appointed two committees to study the 

problems and to recommend suggestions to improve the worklng 

conditions of sweepers and scavengers. The B. N. Barve Committee 

report and N.R. Halkani Committee report have commented heavily 

on the conditions of scavengers and sweepers. They have 

recommended number of suggestions such as providing facility, 

equipment, medical and other support to sanitation staff and +.o 

increase sanitation tax to force the people to do sweeping/ 

cleaning on their own with an intention to remove the pressure on 

sanitation department and to develop initiative in people to 

maintain their own latrines. The recommendations were accepted 

in principle by the Government though they were not 

implemented. 

Social-andmconditionspfs: 

1) 

1t 1s reported that due todunhealthy working conditions, the 

sweepers/ scavengers suffer from common diseases such as we 

trouble, bronchitis, etc. 
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The garbage of.the city is normally deposited in the "Dumping 

Depot" located outside the city. NO facilities like water, soap, 

equipments are p‘kowi ?ei near the 3umping Post to sweepers. These 

needs were recommenJEl by Barve/ Halkani Committees. 

3. Accommodation: 

Houses are normally allotted to these scavengers by the councils. 

Their colonies are located on the outskirts of the city 

Sometimes they are evicted from these places due to developments 

in cities. The area allotted to each family is very small. One 

or two smal1 rooms are provided to these staff. 

Where the houses are not allotted they have to stay in own or 

hired 'hutments. Scavengers from Walmiki taste normally deal in 

pigs and do pig breeding business. Due to this, outside area 

where they stay is not kept in proper manner; and remains unclean 

most of the time. This 1s one of the reasons why city resident3 

object to scavengers colonies near to their localities. In some 

cities they have made efforts to form co-operative societies and 

have constructed their own houses. 

c 



c 

4.wfacilities: 

The colonies/ areas in which scavengers live are deprived of 

various facilities such as water, electricity, roads, schools, 

creches, etc. They .;-:-'. tÖ surrender the pre'mises to the council 

Cif provided by councll) after leaving the job. Due to the Poer 

financial conditions they cannot think of purchasing new 

premises. To retain the premises, they force the werk of 

sweeping/ scavenging on their children. 

In some of the cities viz. Kolhapur, Pune, etc. due to CO- AT 
,- 

operation of the councils/ corporations they were in a position 
c- 

to purchase/ construct good houses on their own. i 

The Heghaval community people normally maintain their homes in 

proper manner, viz. cleanliness, arrangement, hygiene etc. AS . . 

compared to Meghaval, Walmiki community is not that particular C~ 

about the maintenance aspect. -- 

5. 

'f 
Prior to independente, separate schools were run for sweepers/ 

scavenger's children. More than 90% of the community is , 

illiterate. The education is not conyidered as important area L 

due to : 

poverty 

- nc--auarenecs kbout the education I 
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They impart education malnly to boys. Girls are not educated 

since education becomes a hindrance in their marriage and after 

marriage they are of the opinion that education is not useful for 

earning a livelihood. Often the boys discontinue education in 

mid-way due to poverty, early marriage and non-availability of 

guidance. 

kowever, most of the scavengers/sweepers agree that t. lcation is 

required and they try their best to educate their children. They 

agree that their children should not do sweeping/ cleaning work 

and should diversify in other fields like carpentry, driving, 

gardening, business or become clerks/ peons in offices. 

6. 

As mentioned elsewhere, the religions can be changed by the 

scavengers but the status quo of taste remains. A majority of the 

scavengers belong to Malkana, Lalbegi or Sheikh Banghi taste. 

The former two castes fellow Hindu as wel1 as Muslim religions 

with equal enthusiasm. 

Al1 the communities deal with each other freely. In some areas 

untouchability is stil1 followed. However, inter taste marriages 

are not accepted by any taste. Further, some taste grow 

migrated from different parts of India fight with each other on 

various issues. The unity/ understanding is absent amongst them. 
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7. e,ss/ Trad& Service: 

More than 60% of the Scavengers/ sweepers are employed ln the 

Municipal Councilg/ Corporations. The ladies serving in this ~.~ 

trade are equal in number to males. Remaining people of the 

community werk with government or private parties r.ainly as 
- 

. F epers/ peons. The educated are generaiiy 8' -0: eed.,- in 

government offices in clerical and other grades due to the 

reservation policy of the government. Some of the sweepers/ - 

scavengers are doing business/ trade of follouing type: 
- 

Peon 

Teacher 

Mechanic 

Driver (car / rickshaw) 

Cycle repair shop 

Grocery/ cloth shop 

Pig breeding 

The sweepers/ scavengers are not ready to take other jobs due to 

the followíng reasons: 

they may lose their monopoly in the activity 

as compared to number of hours they work, they get more 

income 
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normally they have to uork ln the morning hours due to whlch 

they have sufficient time to do other business/ trede during the 

day 

the job provides them housing facility 

ghysical hardship Is less in this job 

no training/ qualificatie -i required 

8. cial Status: 

In most of the houses al1 the major members of the family are 

employed. The income generated by the whole family 1s 

insufficient due to bad habits developed in community and loans 

taken. 

The sueepers/ scavengers are normally in the habit of drinking, 

gambling, etc. They borrow and spend lot of money for marriages, 

deaths, employment, touring and religious activity. They believe 

in black magie and blind faith. It is seen that financially wel1 

settled sweepers/ scavenges, do money lending business for their 

community and charge interest ranging from 5% to 25% per month. 

Due to higher interest rates, the principal is never paid in 

time. They borrow for paying earlier loan and the cycle of loan 

continues for a longer time Nou-a-days they are trying to 

reduce their expenses and break this vicieus circle. 
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the survey of four towns we have collected specific 

I information/ data to find out the present status of scavengers, 
I 
1 their work, social background, etc. This information was then 
I 

i 
compiled by US and given belo:: ~1 a summar: form. 

I 
----------------------------~. ---------------------- ---v-- _---- 

1 Town Number of latrii,es Number of Total 
l serviced Scavengers I --------------------- ------------------ 

i Private Community Male Female 
I 
c 

---------- - ---- -- ------- ---_- ---___ ----~,q& ----------- - me--- 
I 

282 2 14 16 

289 6 6 12 . 

412 60 11 7 18 
I 

,/I Parbhani 5700 NIL* ; 
,! \, (T 1 ( --------------------------------------------------- _-____-_------ 

rivate scavenging is done through Bhangi Association employing 

approximately 100 Scavengers. -L 
WorkdonekScavenerers: 

Removing the basket from the latrine 

Dumping the night soil in the tart 

Replacing the basket in the latrine 

Taking the hand tart to the dumping spot 

- - Ur,loading the tart 

Cleaning the tart and tank over it 

Cleaning/ lifting the night soil ~02 the road and ptitlic 

places - (such uork is net done by Sueepers). 



Gross Rs.lOOO - 1500 per month In addition Provident Fund, 

Bonus, Pension, .etc. is given. Also special scavenging allouance 

is paid. 

Normally houses are provided to Scavengers. In some cases 

houses are not given, house rent is paid. 
\ 

Other facilities: 

Free medical facility at Municipal Council Hospitals and 

Centres 

Illiteracy 90% (ladies not allowed any education) 

xhere 

Heal th 

DutvBours: 

Morning 7.00 a.m. to 12.00 noon. 

In case of Parbhani, scavengers are not employed by Municipal 

Council, but are the members of Bhangi Association. This 

association has enrolled about 100 Scavengers and provides 

services to al1 the 5700 basket latrines. The head of the 

azsociation klas stated that average mor.th?y 1: 3me of eC!cti 

SC2'. e!lger 15 about Rs 200/-, but our en,-:!;-:; c p?-c,~e; r4tkJervlsE- 
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Number of Units 

Average family size 

Number of persons 

Charge per month per person 

Total collection 

Numt r of Sca**nngers 

Average monthly incorne 
per scavenger 

5700- 

5.5 * 

31,350 

Rs.4/- 

Rs.1,25,400/- 

100 
. : .I 

Rs.1,254/- p.m. 

Say Rs.l200/-to Rs.l300/- 

It was reported to US that whenever aw scavenger migrates 

permanently, he auctions his number of units/services (lines). 

Such auction normally fetches about Rs.l,00,000/-. 

I Given below are the views of Scavengers, Scavenger Union Leaders, 

Sani tary Inspectors etc. about system of scavenging based on OUl- 

discussions with them: 

1) They want to come out of scavenging 

2) They are ready to come out of this system even at marginal 

-_ c financial loss 

i ,; .-< 1 

i < 
3) They do not want their children to fa11 in the same job and 

they want them to have proper education but due to security of \ 
job and the housing facility, they normally ask their children to 

accept the scavenger job. This is the r-eason why they do not 

take much intereSt in educating tljel:. children. 
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' 4) 
1 

There is a need of finance for self employment purpose like 

/ establishment of shop, training for various trades, like 

i masonry, carpentry, etc. 

/ 

l 5) In cqse of private scavengers, thev r.;uld like to seek s 2 
i 
; better job other than scavenging but tt\- nly problem is their 

! engagement (employment) somewhere else. The other employment 

should be assured. 

6) At Dumping post, water, soap etc. should be made available 

/ so that they have access to hygiene. 

Following steps should be taken for abolishing scavenging: 

1) Al1 basket type latrines should be converted into septic 

type/ pit type latrines. After the implementation of this 

programme , inspection should be carried out to see that no 

basket type latrine remains. If found, notice should be served 

to convert it. After notice if rectification action is not 

taken, some penalty should be levied and even after that it is 

nat converted, the unit should be demolished by the Council. For 

this purpose necessary ameadments in bye-laws should be made. 

. 



. 
2) Proper watch should be kept to ensure that new basket type 

latrines are nat made. Also because of poor maintenance and 

resultant failure. of converted latrines, people should not go 

back to old system. 

3) In case of aew developn.:-t in the iltiy, councils should 
I L 

ensure that such developmenL ;J with pour flush latrines. For 

thfs purpose council should make necessary amendments in bye- 

laws. Where there is no sewer system, pit type or septic tank 

should be insisted upon. 

4) In case of Muslim areas where the females use the latrines 

which are in the house and require scavenging services, the 

Council should ensure that such people should be provided with 

pour flush latrines in their house or special community latrines 

should be constructed for ladies and wil1 be maintained by users 

only. 

5) Where people use open areas 

sufficient community latrines should be provided 

that area should be used for other purposes like 

stalls etc. or it can be fenced 

6) Wherever septic tank type latrines are constructed, when 

filled up these should be cleaned with the help of pumps/ vacuum 

cleaner, but where such pumps or cleaners are not in sufficient 
. 

number, the tanks wil1 be cleaned with the help of scavengers. 
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To avoid the human contact with the human waste sufficient 

machinery for cleanlng such tanks should be provided by the 

Council. Private 'contractors can be initiated for this werk who 

can charge fees to the users directly. 

7) Some --rwndm&t in the law can be made by which the 

scavenging --- U_.~. be treated as criminal offense. 

8) Municipal Councils should abolish the post of scavengers and 

henceforth as a rule no scavengers should be appointed. 

Scavengers both municipal employees and private should be taken 

into confidence and should be explained about the nature of 

scheme, advantages arising out of this scheme, improvement in. 

their status of work etc. In short, emotional support should be 

given so that they can be made prepared to accept the change. 

The above can be done in the following ways: 

al If the scavengers are municipal employees, they can be 

advised by the Sanltary Inspectors/ Mukadam etc. 



bl Where private scavenging exists and these scavengers are 

having their vlews in favour of scavenglng effo%ts should be made 

to convince the leader of the scavengers and in turn the 

scavengers themselves. 

Where unions do not exist, and private scavenging exists, 

the Sanitary Inspector should take the initiative to cal1 tl-lem 

c and r'~l?'ain the á-dvantages of such scheme to make them prep, zd 

for the change. 

Help of social welfare organisations should be taken in these 

respects. 

2) Before re-employing the liberated scavengers at various 

places their age, health, literacy, liking should be assessed and 

accordingly those who have inclination towards service should be 

absorbed in municipal council after giving initial required 

training/ knowledge about his prospective job, etc. Following 

type of jobs can be given by the council. 

Street sweeping 

Gardening 

Security guard 

Peons 

Water boy 

Octroi clerk ( 

Liftman 
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Helper on fire fighting vehicle 

Helper on water supply tankers 

Driver on any municipal vehicle 

3) Those who cannot be absorbed in councils are to be absorbed 

in other Government organisations and following additional type 

of work can be glven to them. 

- . , Delivery boy 

Clerks like Inward/Outward Clerks 

Water meter reader 

Electric meter reader 

Postman 

Helpers, semi-skilled laborers etc. 

While allotting these jobs, care should be taken to see that 

the benefits which were given to scavengers before rehabilitation 

and the benefits which they wil1 be getting after rehabilitation 

do not vary much. 

4) Those who have the inclination towar'ds self employment; 

The jobs which do not require special ski11 but can be started 

with the help of minimum investments, such as 

Vegetable/ fruit vendor 

Tea/pan stal1 

- Cycle rickshaw 

Cycle repair shop 

Dairy business on a smzll scsle 
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s c Scavengers: 

c - 

c - 

Tailoring 

Motor mechanic 

Electrician 

Welder 
- - 

Plumbing=- 

Masonry work 

. 17: . 

T.V./ Radio repairing 

Draftsman 

Telephone operator 

Carpentry 

follouing trades should-be given to the 

This training can be given in the following ways: 

Sending to NGO (training centres specially established for 

rehabilitating of scavengers - example Sulabh) 

Sending to ITI by reserving seats 

Within the department 

It should be ensured that they should get their training, free of 

tost. Apart from that during the training period they should get 

their salaries. 

6) Training to next generation or priority in service in the 

department work should be diven to the children of the liberated 

scavengers, if they are sultable for that type of job. 
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7) The sweepers/ scavengers presently prefer scavenging job due 

to the housing facility. Therefore, councils should try to 

provide permanent housing facilities to them. . 

8) Goods manufactured by the scavengers should be purchased by 

Government organisations on priority basis, which in turn wil1 

help them to establish +,~r:--:r busines::;. Gradu .ly this can be 

withdrawn, say after 10 y..-:s. 

u ‘, 
u- 
u 

9) For setting up business/ trade, technical knowhow, interest 

concession, subsidy, etc. may be given so that they can 

manufacture the goods at cheaper rate and sell in open market. 

This benefit can also be continued for 10 - 15 years. 
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ANNEXURE S 

Proforma of questionnaire used dwing survey. 

Q-l : Individual Beneficiaries 

cl-11 : Community Latrine Users 

Q-111 : Evaluatlon of Community Latrine Operatlons 

Q-IV : Technical Checklist 
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Y’S AS’rOCIAl CS 

MAr:ACC ML NT CONSUL 1 ANCV DIVISION 
BOMBAV 

EVALUATIDN STWY OF LOW CDST SANITATIDN PROCIIA- 

Namc : 

Address : 

INDIVIDUAL BE~FICIARIES: Numbe r 
. 

TOMI 

Interriewed 

Passed by 

Entered by 

LOW COST SANITATIDN BLOCKS : 

I 

1. 

2. 

J. 

0. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

Number of members m famrly 
Mafor : Male Female Minor 

Literate Illrterate 

Heuse : Renral 0 Owned 0 Others a tReletrve/Board/Agency) 

WhO rnsrble lor maintu\mnce of burldhnq’l 

Ownf 0 Occupant cl Others cl 

(Landlc4 JI (Tenant) (Board/Aqency) 

Prevrous Toilet facrlrty: 

Scavenqer cl Publrc Torlet 0 Pour Flush Cl NO Facilrty 0 

Other, specify -- 

a) Awareness of members regardmq cleanlmess, sanrtatron’ 
YES 0 NO 0 

b’ Do they aqree that facrfrty IS requrred’ 
YES 3 NO 0 

Converted Torlet Facrlrty: 

Lrtch Prt(11 0 Lrtch P11(2; 0 Septrc Tank 0 Mini Septrc Tank cl 

Aqua-Prrvr 0 Sewer Lrne 0 Dther,specrfy 

Inittatrve lor Conversron: 

Municipal Councrl 0 NCO 0 Own/Group 0 

Conversron done by: 

Munrcrpal Councrl 3 hc0 0 Own/Croup Cl 

Year and month of Converslofx 

Problerns In Implemmtatron of Ccmvenron Scheme: 

Sile Selection Rearstance by Scavengers 

Slte not ready Non-avarlabrlrty of Labour 
Alternatrve Toilet not provided Poor work supervrsron by MCINGO 
Delay In obtarning approval Contractor not completmq the werk 

from all the benefrcrarres Handover after completron delayed 
Delay m makmg own cmtrlbution Documentairon nat compteted In time 

Delay in finalisation of scheme Nat aware about the rmportance 

Delay m obternrnq extemal fmance Drffrcultres In construclron 

Delay In appomtmq Contractor 
Resrstance by other benefrcrarres 

Nearest Water Source avarlable from the Toilet (Mtrs.) 

(Well. Borewell. SIandpost, Handpump) 

Views: 

D.zsrgn Good 3 Average 0 Poor 0 

Constructron Quallty Good 0 Average cl 0 Poor 

f unctionino: 

Performance Cood 0 A\t?räqP 0 7 Poor 

Choak-ups since Cunversion: 

Who rrmo\cs Ihc choak-ups’ Own 13 COLrl:bi 2 ?JC, 0 

! lonc: yrr,! on remo~~nq check-ups Rs. Un r.;d;dr r.c ,.dOrs ~5. 
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15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

Cleanmq of Pil: 

After how many monlhs 

Is labour everleblei YES 3 

Cos1 of cleanmq the PII Rs. 
Cos1 of repairs to Put Rs. 

Beneflts of New Fac~l~~b: 

Betler System 3 

Convenrence by Proxrmltv ïl 

Improvement in surroundrnq cl 

Usaqe: 
Toilet Black: 
a) Separate 

- Number of memben In the house 

Use: 

Reqular Cl Nat 30 reqular 

Cleanlmess 

Hyeqme 

Status 

b) hnt 

NO 

0 

0 
0 

cl 

. 

Other, 0 
(rpecrfy) 

- Number of families 
- Number of Users 

El 

In case it 1s ml reqular, note the reasons: 

Mamtenance: 

Own 0 Council 0 NO0 0 

Cost of Maintenance rncurred per month Rs. 
Type of Mamtenance requlr-ed! 

Cleaninq q E lectricity 0 Paint cl kepalrs 0 
PILmbmq 0 Water cl 

Affordab~l~ty and Securitv: 

a) Cross total Household mcome per mcnth Rs. 

b) - Monthly instalment lor LCS Black RS. 

- Orher Loan tnsca.lmmt,rf any (f-buse Loan ,.........) Rs. 

- Monthly Rentfrncludrnq Sanrtatron Tax Rs. > Rs. 

cl - Total Cos1 of the Black Rs. 

- Total inrtral arnount contrrbuted lor conversron Rs. 

- Total loan arnount Rs. 

- Share of Comc~l/Nco Rs. 

d) Securrty givm 

a) Taxes 10 Corncil perd by Owner 0 Occupant 0 Otherr 0 

b) Monthly charges pard Rs. as(prior to conversion) 

Rent 0 Maintenance 0 Sanitation 0 Otkn 0 

OBSERVATIONS: 

INTERVIEWED BY : 

DATE 

TIME 
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S’S ASSOClA7CS 
MANACCMCNT CONSUCTANCY OIVISION 

BOMBAY 

LVACUATI~N sluoy (x ~ow cosT ~ANITATION ~~~CICI~AMME 

COMWITY LATRINES USER 

Locatton of the Community Latrine 

Number 

Town 

Inlerv~rwed by 

Passed by 

Entered by 

Name : 

Addrew : 

--. -- -.- 

Male d f erflale c] Me - 

1. w il User: 

Regular 0 Semi-regular 0 Passer 0 VIsttor 10 the Area cl 

In case of Regular User end Semi-regular user what faciilty he uses’ 

Urlnal 0 Toilet 0 Bath q 
IS thls facility not evallable In bis heuse? YES 0 NO 0 

2. : Usaqe 

Mornmq 0 Afternoon 

3. Observetlons: 

Conventent 

Size of Black 

Cleanlrness 

Malntenance 

User Charge bf pald) 

Water Aveilabtllty 

4. Rush for blocks 

More blocks requlred 7 

If yes, how many 

0 Evenmg 0 Nlght 0 

Yes n NO cl 

Adequate a Inadequate 6 

Good 3 Average [7 Poor 0 

Cood i3A verage 0 Poor 0 

Cheap 0 Average a High 0 

Yes cl”0 0 

More 0 Average 0 Lets 0 

Yes ONo 0 

NOS 

5. Does the area become better after Latrmes ware constructed7 

Yes 0 NO 0 

If no, whyv 

6. Vletion Memlenance. such as : 

1) Choak-ups 
0 

11) Broken Pans 0 

1111 NO Electrlclty 0 IV) NO Water cl 
V) Unclean 

0 VI) Poorly malnramed a 

VII) Others 
__ 0 

7. Any other comment: lor Impro\emenr7 

Inter\ ~c~ed ti. -- 
L)dl( - -- -~ --- 
1 ,,ll< : --- - 
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2. 

C.L. run by : Council NCIJ Ether Spec1fy 

Prior to the C.L.vhat facihty was provrded at thc 
same place? 
Spcclfyl 

old type urinal bath toilet 
Tasket) - 

3. Yho took decision,regarding construction of C.L? 

Council, NGO, Ot'-. ispec fy) 

A. 

5. 

Thc decision was n in year. 

The declsion was tarten due to : 

- Grant - Insufficient Scavengers 
- Government’o - Hcalth department’s 

instructions suggcstions 
- Publi 

deman 
2 complaints/ - Existing facility 

insufficient 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

ll. 

- Area developed - Others spcc1fy 

Tlme taken forn sanction end implementatron of schemc 
Gf C.L. spccify(years 1 

mhen the C.L.uas completed month year 
and opened for use month year. 

Total number of staff cnployed w/s.required 

Out of which Gld ataff accommodated NGS. 

Neu Recruits Nes. 

Timingsfor staff in 3hift yeslno 

Shift of how many hours 8 hours 
10 hours 
12 hours 

Hou much tlme C.L. is kapt open? 

1st shift from to 
2nd ahift from to 
3rd shift 24 hours. 

Total cubt of Construction : --------------------------- Rs.in lacs 

- Land 
- Fuilding/Block 
- fecil~ty(water,electric.etc.) 
- Sanitatlon 
- Administration(interest,selergretc.) 

Total 

12. '; c . of units constructed: ------------------------ 
21 Actual: 

Male Uri rials Bath 
fenale Urinals Eath 

’ t. Prcocsed In Orrgrnal Design: 

iale Urinals fisth -- 
fer.alc Urinals Bath 

JPS ASSOC IATI: S 

HANAGEHtNT CONSULTANCY DlVlS1ON. BOMBAY 4111 

EVALUATION STUDY Df L[h' tS5T ~AhlTATI@d PROGRAMME 

CHtCKLIST foR EVALUATION Of COflNUNllY LATRINE OPERATIONS 

I HUNICIPAC COUNtlL) - 
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13. Populatlon cxpectrd 10 be servec per aay --- 

14. Population service retro based on ---- 

15. Cost of k!alntenance (per month) 

- Selery/uages 

- Superv1s10n 

- kepeirs (Minor) 

- Sanitation Material 

- Interest 

- hater Charges 

- Electriclty charges 

- Tenes of council (lf any) 

- Othrrs 

Total 
-- 

16. User Charge : (Per person - Per Use) : 

- Entrance fee 

- For bath 

- For latrine 

- Cthers (specify) 

17. h’hether the charges are revrsed YES NO 

le. Any clausc to change the rates YES NO 

19. Total kevenue per month 

- User charges 

- Advert isement 

- Uther (specify) 

20. Frofit/loss on running C.L. is transferred to 

Council NGO Ether 

21. (AI Problemr faced in opsrations 
from Steff : 

- aegardlng shift 

- Sitting arrangement 

- Timing 

- Pay scele 

- Facility (medical, leeve, O.T.1 

- Non availability of material 

(61 from User2 

- Timing 

- Service 

- Cleanliness 

- Charges 

Ti. -hether the C.L. is run on contract basis YfSS hO 
!f “es, Lhat are thr terms and cond~tiono’ 

- 5taff controlled by contractor YES .L: 3 

- f’P:nterarce by contrsctor YLS f;C 

_ k ;lc.- roprir s tone by otner !:‘ ‘7 

PTIi Lf 1 ecse 5 years IC . c if r s - .I 2: - ,- : ’ 
-i 1re :-zn ca1 ‘cz=,. 



- Annual charges to be pald to Ccuncil 

(As. in lbkh6) ---- 

23. Commsnts fcr Improvsmsnts: 

- - 

- 

: -7tl : 
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Q-IV 

JPS ASSOCIATES 

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY DIVISION 

BOMBAY 

TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF LOW COST SANITATIOPJ PROGRAMME 

INDIVIDUAL BENEFICIARIES 

Name : Number 

Address Town 

1. No. of Blocks: 

Technrcal 
Surv4 ’ 
carrred by : 

2. Type of Blocks: Pit , Septic , Mini Septrc , Flush, Other 

3. No. of users using the Black 

4. Technrcal details of Black: 

Actual As per standard Variation Remarks on 
(~SI/UNDP) Variation 
(to be frlled In 
(office) 

---_----___------_--------------------------------------------------------------- -mm---- 

A) Construction : 

1. Whether black IS converted/ 
constructed. 

ll. Details of Black and Tank : --__-------------__-_________ 

al Slze of black (seat) 

Wtdth 

Length 

Herght 

b) Size L; pan 

Type of pan (Ceram;c/ Others) 



(. . 

i 

cl 

d) 

e> 

Foot rest 

Thickness of wells 

Slape In black 

------deqree 
------drop (In Inches) 

f) Roof and size: 

A.C. Sheet/Ttn/RCC/Other (speclfy) 

9) Details of Vent. Pipe : 

Herqht above ground 

Herqht above buildrng top 

Thrckness 

Type (Cer :vletal) 

Whether Nylon net used 

Whether Black colour used 

h) Whether window/venttlator provrded 

Size 

Type (Grill/Honey Comb/ Other) 

: 1no : 
i 

i1 . Type of Door and size 
(Wooden/Metal) 

J) Height of Black above ground leve1 

k) Detarls of Tank: 

Type of construction 
(readymade/fabricated) 

Sizes 

Material used (Ericks,RCC) 

l> Details of Gally Trap 

ml Whether Soak Pit provided 

Yes/N CI - Size 

n> Details of S.W. Ptpe: 

Quality (type) 
Srze/Length 

0) Type of SOII 

P) Whether field rats damar; g goods 
In that aren? Yes/No 
- rf yer whether Iinrng pro\ tded 

9) Lever of ground water 

r) Drstance of drinking water III~~ Irom :he black 
\ 

5, HydrauI IC pressure on blocL 
. I : Av;r~ln!~,:i:b of water 1~7 7,’ . . 






